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Must Reading
Please take time to read, study and enjoy
the 12-page tabloid in this week's issue entitled "Citizens Report to the City of South
Fulton."
It 'was suggested by, prepared by and
documented by South Fulton's City Manager
Mike Blake. It is a superb mailing piece for
seeking out industry, which Mike tells me is
constant in South Fulton with nearly 50 letters
going out each day to industries large and
small.
Mike is going to send the tabloid to hundreds of influential people and is even going to
send copies to those industrialists who have
evinced no interest in this area. The handsome
brochure is sure to have them take another
look at the Tennessee city.
At the News we are extremely proud to
.
have done the design, layout, and make-up'on
the tabloid.
There are some things in this world that
simply bug me out of my mind. Crawling in
my system today are two things: All of the
ruckus and harangue about Sunday closing and
daylight saving time.
Both issues are monuments to hypocrisy.
Sunday Closing!
Take Sunday closing for instance. A prime
example of Kentucky's out-dated, outmoded
Constitution, the law makes it a violation to engage in commercial pursuits on the Sabbath.
Designed for the by-gone days when women's
work was in the home and transportation was
such that a trip to the store was an all-day pursuit and menfolks worked long hours, then
Sunday was a day of rest and all work ceased.
As I see it, the law gave that bread-winner
the privilege to take-that day-of rest; certainly
it was not to legislate his faith and make
church-going oblfgatory.
Things are different today,- as if I need to
remind you. Lack of time to- do the things we
eedto do an ytime in the week is of the esence.
If we need the hours on Sunday to. get
them done that's our affair. And if the breastbeaters want to contend that opening stores on
Sunday is sinful, then it's sinful to buy gasoline, or automobile tires, or cosmetics, or hose,
or sun-glasses, or perfume, any of which can be
purchased,at the stores permitted to stay open.

"The Birds," May Be Case Of
Costly Loss To Farm Livestock
by R. P. Weitpheing

corns to
Of starlings that
Fulton's •'roost" every night
extensive
his
around
hang
and
Last year.Robert Lusk invested around feed lots during the -darn - -$50,000 in an ultra-modern "pig-parlor" • on his Through the bird droppings in
farm near Cayce and got into the business of and around his feeders,the sows
have contracted a dread disease
- raising hogs in a big way.
known as
"TOE" (transgastro-enteritis)
'' The • new -parlor 'see picture) provides missible
while it won't kill tile
. every modern convenience and safety device which,
big healthy, sows, is transmitthat one can install in order to insure that a full ted Through their milk to their
. 'litter of pigs vill survive their first precarious pigs after birth, resulting in
' 100', fatality of the little pigs
few weeks after, birth and grow to full market,
within two weeks.
.
" able maturity. The parlor has heated floors
"TGE is a highly-contagious
feeders'
and
Virus
waterers
disease"
a
veterinarian
automatic
heat lamps.
on the scene told the News last
and Ultra-modern sanitary facilities.
Friday, "and its exact' mode
the
of transmission Is .ORat known,
• Then Robert imported
they
then
and
tobepurchasgrowbut
in every instance of its outdisease,
stock
herd
finest
ed, all full-tested, disease-fret weak, emaciated and begin to break there has existed a tren mendous startingproblem in the
timeLuskemo geoknse.
and top quality, and it looked like duiree.
litter
he had a fine business going.
immediate area". Next to the
croptobe
pig
is
present
parlor
pig
Today, the Lusk
gures his
vicious cholera, TOE is the
a scene of death, dying and
libeetworilermost dreaded disease in then*
dtsh
id!
san
business, he, stated.
lotssthoual
Me0e:los
desolation. Big litters arrive ahav
A idhedgby his veterinarian help'
anisl
every day, beautiful little pigs the winter' is' over.
Why? Lusk and area vet- (which are on the scene althat are everything a hog -raise'.
could hope for, andln a'week erinarians hay pinpointed the most constantly), Lusk has recause to the millions sorted.gto.every known serum
disease
to ten days they show signs of
and medical aid that is known
to the industry in an effort to
stem the tide of TOE and to
attempt to prevent its,continnation in sows that have not yet,
but to no avail.
farrowed,
"There just isn't any strum on
the market for this disease",
Lusk pointed out. "Trying to
keep the starlings away from
this tremendous feeding area is
like trying to keep the snow from
coming down; it's imposgible.
The only solution to me is to
rout the birds from their nightly roost area so they will leave
this area
entirely"'
the Lusk pens about
TOE hit
10 days ago, and Lusk estimates
that he -has- already lost over$7,000 and stands to lose a lot
DEATH AND DESOLATION: Robert Lusk grimly surveys a typical morning crop of
it's over,-"There
--more-before
dead pigs he gathers daily with a wheelbarrow from the pens of some SO sows now in his
Is no telling what my over-alt
is
he
and
"TOE'
c1
,
loss will be" he said. pig-parlor at Cayce. His whole blue-ribbon herd is- infected with i'itc
Lusk pointed out, in answer
), animal specialist he
MISSION POSSII21.1; That is the title of this photo as L. C.
fearful of a near-100% loss despite round-the-clock efforts of ever.
the question that he did not
to
Nichols of the Nichols Engineering Company, South Fulton
can get to help him with his crisis. TOE herd infection is blamed on the hordes of starlhave this disease problem last
review
Blake
Mayer Dan Crocker and City Manager Mike
Year because he Just built his
(Other Photos On Page 6)
ings that hang around his feed lots.
the Citizen's Report which appears in this issue of the News. giant' $50,000 layout last year
and was not in business then.
A veterinarian present stated
that Hickman County was"full"
of TOE, and reports from other,
points in this area indicated that
the dread disease has been transmitted all over it---wherever
roam in their
the starlings
daily search for food. ". We
could stand here and shoot 'em
all day long", Lusk stated,"but
that would be just a drop in the
Under no circumstances do we think that
An Editorial News Analysis
bucket. There are literally milMr. Shadoan is trying to mislead or to misrepions all over this area,and even
by Jo Westpheling
a
hundred gunners couldn't get
for
a
the,
necessity
regarding
'(acts
resent any
them all".
in these far Western Kentucky
(See Editorial. Pagel

Research Commission District Bar Association
Report Conflicting Facts On Need For Judgeship

Going to church on Sunday,or anytime, is
a matter between an individual and his conscience, and no matter of law can force him to
go in any manner but voluntary.
'1 It's much to do about nothing, really.
•
new JudgeshiP
- In an issue this week, the Paducah Sun,
Daylight'Saving
counties.
Democrat reported that the Fulton County
Here is another instance where Kentucky
His wishes for a new judgeship stem from
News was opposed to a new judicial district
sometimes has every right to be called a backare
his dedication to his clients who nee
for West Kentucky, along with former State
ward State. With 47 other States gqing on Fedentitled to a speedy trial. ye-age with shim
Representative Henry Maddox.
eral Daylight Saving Time, it would Appear
er strange that Mcalhat it does a
For the record The Fulton News has NOT
that all the rest of them are outof step but the
, even with two judges, trc
ken—Al—OPPOSED-a-fiew--judieial--dlstrict-for-West only-61 cas
Bluegrass State, walking backwards,whge
1968 while our own Judge
----Kentucky. Opposition to issues is usually con- Tipton -alone tried 317.
others walk forward.
tained on our editorial page or in some personal
Silliest argument I have ever heard
We admire-Mr. Shadoan and most of his
column written respectively, by the editor or
against daylight time is the poor excuse that
for seeking the new court just as we
colleagues
publisher,
•
school children have to-get-up in the dark and
the high-banded chicanery of one other
-Atli&
Such opposition has Ito( been voiced -in
'
wait for the school bus in the dark.
colleague for intimidating this ne*spaper ediour current issues, nor do we think that it
for publishing!Ile-facts in the case.
tor
So what:rill bet if that poor "Mistreated"
was voiced- when the matter of a new district
We'reliot going to get into an argument of
youngster had to stand in the dark, and the
was promulgated during the 1966 session of the
semantics, but we feel that we ought to advise
rain, and the sleet, and the snow to do someKentucky GeneraidAssembly.
thing he really wanted to do,,even the worst
you of the fact that Judge Tipton had a "LESS
-What this newspaper has,pointed out, in
Inconvenience wouldn't bother him a bit.
its pews columns,are the glaring discrepancies than the average" caseload -per judge in 1968,
Now would it?
the latest figures compiled,by the Legislative
brought out by advocates of the measure in
Research Commission in its bulletin
theirattemptleo ,establish a new judicial diss.
dealing with "Circuit Court C
trict.
Me and My Radio
As an example, we point to a letter from
s:
Here are_the.
A funny thing happened to me on my way
our good friend Attorney Will Shadoan of
back from the Christmas tree. I walked away
Per Judge 1968
Caseload
Average
Wickliffe, president of the--First Judicial Diswith a handsome little radio that I had sugtrict Bar Association. _
Civil Cases Filed
gested to Santa Claus as one of my most wantIn a story appearing on the front page of
144
Cease Filed
Criminal
gifts.
ed
\ the Carlisle County News, published by State
introCriminal
719
has
and
who
Ralph
Graves,
Representative
Vote Civil
I didn't have one in my bedroom and I
duced the bill'to establish a new judgeship
wanted to listen to the live-wire every mornShadoan said: "The truth is that the case load
Judge Tipton's Caseload 1968
ing. The radio-gift was from Paul and he wantIN
C.
HEAVIEST
Tipton
THE
IS
W.
Judge
of
wantI
one,
nice
although
real
a
it
make
to
ed
532
Civil Cases Filed
THE STATE."
ed just a little simple instrument that I could
144
Filed
Cases
_Crhignal
Mr.
with
his
statement
, In discussing
turn on and shut off as I pleased.
Shadoan he indicated that the sentence should
676"
Civilend-Criminal
Total
,„..
have read: "One of the heaviest caseloads in
49 judicial districts in Kentucky, 13
-the
Of
State."
the
more
has
it
I got the radio all right, but
of the one-judge districts have greater caseis
statementby
Shadoan
Made
Mr.
The
gadgets on it than you can imagine. It has a
not-compatible with the real facts documented loads than does Judge Tipton. Twenty-six disclock, AM-FM listening, an alarm, and some
tricts have less caseloads than Judge Tipton. In
the Legislative Research Commission.
by
miserable little busy-body attachment called a
only two of the 26 districts does a single judge
Judge
reference
to
Tipton's
caseload
The
snoozer.
have less than 300 cases. They are district
is corrected in an advertisement appearing on
Number 18 (Pendleton, Harrison, Robertson
The first morning after I received it, the
Page 6 of this issue.
radio went on all by itself and there I was tunAt the outset let us make it abundantly and Nicholas counties) with a total of 282 cases
ed to WFUL's Live Wire.I raised up out of bed
clear that the publishers of this newspaper in 1968 and District Number 49 (Simpson and
to see what time it was, but alas that was a
hold Mr. Shadoan in the highest regard. He is Allen counties) with a total caseload of 294 in
wasted effort. The clock's hands are silver and
an eminent and distinguished member of the 1968.
(Continued on Page 2)
Kentucky Bar Association.
(Continued on page 6)
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Fulton Meet
Disposes Of
Routine 14enda

Patricia Sue Hood
Is Homemaker

A short agenda of only
seven
routine, matters consumed an
Patricia Sue Hood has been
hour and fifteen minutes of the
. named Fulton High School's
regular meeting of•The Fulton
1970 Betty Crocker Homemaker
City Commission Monday night.
of Tomorrow. Selected on the
Reminiscent of the City Council,
of her score in a Debasis
pre-City Manager days, Mayor
Nelson Tripp, Commissioners cember 2 homemaking knowGregory,. Charles ledge and attitudes exanainaCharles
tion for which .a record 646,Hobell Bennett, Bobby Craven
- 041 Senior girls in 15,040 of
and J. D. Hales and City Atthe nation'i high schools were
torney Jameg Warren disposed
enrolled, she is now eligible
of routine matters as to:
for state and national honors.--Whether a refund should
be made on a arater meter. The
ined for a refund was de.
request
--Whether an occupational
license should be issued for a
full year of for four months to
an individual preparing income
tax returns for that period
time. A full year's license
was ordered.
---Authorized the preparation of an ordinance to limi$
the amount of time a train can
block a dam-town , crossing.
limit of 15
The Kentucky
minutes was tentatively agreed
upon.

Paducah Lady
Is Named To
Census Post Anita

Appointment of Mrs.
Brown of Paducah, Kentucky as
District
Manager of the 1970
Census of Population
and
Was
Housing in this area
announced today by Director
Hobert A. Yerkey of the Census
alut:s Regional
utrreo
De
B
office in

From the District Office lo--Appointed cene Hatfield
cated at 1501 Broadway St. in
.
to a vacancy on thel.'rbanRea
o
P
f
, Mrs.
alig
ucin
dow
ll
Brown will
newal Board.
all • phases of
supervise
--Complaint about dog's run- the census
in
the
ning loose was reported and no
ll
:
al
Be
:dw
e
es
tic
action taken. Announcement was
Butler,
made that a meeting has been Calloway, Carlisle,
Butler,ay
Christian,
set up with County Judge James Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Menses to try to solve the Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins,
problem county-wide,
Logan, Lyon,
Livingston,
---Endorsed the Community 'Marshall, McCracken, McLean,
Muhlenbury, Todd, Trigg,
Uplift committee in plans to
n,
work with the TVA Beautifiz% and Webster.
suary 26, following
Horal
cation Committee. This comof intensive
mittee, appointed by the Chun- several days
training in the Regional Office,
Mrs. Brown will come on duty
(Continued on pogo 6)
and begin setting up the District Office. She will direct
foarrceof 28 crew leaders and
tahe
CONGRATULATIONS
Mrs. Savannah Eakers will be 401 census takers throughout
101 U.ars olti•Frlday, January
area.
30, She has been a resident
Taking the 1970 census naof Hickman since January 1, tionally will require the ser1887. She Is the only Fulton vices of 12,000 crew leaders,
countian over 100 years old. 160,000 census takers,
and
Happy Iiirthdav, Mrs, Palters 393 district managers, in addition to 19,000 office personnel.
from The News,
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County as a judicial district all its trict, because of the additional
revenue involved. Graves said in
own.
FULTON'S
And let' assume that the his letter that it would not cog the
1968 caseload is halved by the ac- taxpayers in the new district any
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPNELINCI
THE FOTZ.024 COUNTY NEWS
tion
.this would give Judge Tipton money at all. The State will pay
Editars and Publistatrs
Thursday, January 2.
9..„ 1970
That doesn't.figure. Tax
an annual caseload, based on 1968 the
BY LUCY DANIEL
''were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
figures, of 336 case in a year. money paid at the local level or
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, should not hestitat ,, to prcier
Even with the norrnal rate of in- tax money paid at the'state level
RHINE REPLICA, by Martha eccentric Texan, Max Hind. But
the latter.
crease of, civil cases his caseload " is TAX MONEY, any way you Albrand. Uninvited, an old man why Dinah wondered, had
—THOMAS JEFFEkSON
sat at the table of Andrew Wald- her employer the frivolous Conwould perhaps be the THIRD look at it.
ron one night during his vaca- tessa Ascoll, consented to leave
—Additionally Graves made tion
SMALLEST Ig THE STATE OF
in Rome. As the old man her home in a Mediterranean
:euncomplimentary,
some right
KENTUCKY.
sketched a portrait of the young resort to spend weeks with her
crippled brother Max and
Thisiin the face of economic marks about Governor Louie American, he convinced him to dour,
go to Cologne for carnival time. her two young orphaned nepRalph
Surely
letter.
in
13is
Nunn
data that this far western part of
who
were Dinah's
Andrew went to Cologne. From hews,
Kentucky is not on the verge of an ha§ been around the General As the moment he arrived, small charges
Beenough to know tItat a "sit- things began to go wrong.
industrial boom; that crtrninal
neath the surface of the gay,
cases filed in the five-county dis- ting" governor can do some ser- colorful city lay an indefinable A WESTERN BONANZA, by
In this issue ot the News
health sanitarian; he has passed
Willis Ballard. "Of all the
trict are among the lowest in Ken- i0US arm-twisting where legisla- threat.
there is an appalling story regard- it on to the State health authoriwriting done in this country
tucky, a 25 per cent decrease since tion is concerned, regardless of
ing the wanton loss of valuable
ties; the State has, passed it on to
from its beginning, the western
1960: and that there vlas only a 20 what party controls the legislaONE MA? ALONE, RICHARD story is unique," says Todlivestock to area farmer Robert regional authorities a n d the
per cent increase in civil cases ture. We can't see how the First_ _ItILKON., by Ralph de Toledano. hunter Ballard in his introduc"Gene" Lusk. While there is no regional authorities have passed it
the past is prologue," the tion. "It is the folklore of the
filed in the.eight-year period •Legislative District can 'Orofit .If
On to the Federal authorities,
direct evidence that the dread diauthor writes, "the crystal ball development of our. far Atwit'
t enduring as tile -vast
There are some amazing, if much if our representative is in of the new President's future ter, es
sease .(TGE)- suffered by Mr. who-undoubtedly have pj.sert,it
be an analysis of what plains and deserts, the great
back to the local "coairnunity" as not amusing oddities connected open warfare with the Mit %his-- wouldgone
Lusk's hogs is traceable to the inmountains
against which the
before, what shaped
had
with'the legislation and proposal controls the purse strings add the him,
its responsibility.
festation of the millions of starlas much as what he was." stories are played." This book
Such an analysis was the task contains stories ofthe railroad,
for the new judicial district and patronage.
ings that-time here each evening,
himself the cavalry, wagon trains, humset
The City ol Fulton, (since for the subsequent new. judgeship.
Well, to sum it up, we said at Toledano
thereis enough correction bewhen Richard Nixon was elect- orous stories, mystery stories
most of the'birdrs come to roost
the beginning of this article that ed
Here are some of them:
tween the two to warrant some
President, and the result is and always the strong doses of
within its boundaries) has filed a
we had not opposed the creation this' first comprehensive. bio- adventure that give the western
, —Rep.Lloyd Clapp of Win
immediate and urgent, action to
Its special flavor.
of a new judicial district for West graPhy of Nixon. •
rid this community of this impost simply ridiculous suit against the,. representing Graves Count
Carr
Estate,
because
that's
where
Kentucky.
to
the
opposed
apparently
sible health hazard.
And we still don't.However
PUPPET ON A CHAIN, by
district and yet it is Graves CounOur neighboring Dexter (Mo.) yeti can Mid most of the birds, if
Letters To Editor
you're looking for them of an -af- tV that would benefit most from we will say that if there-are only Alistair Maclean. Violence is
'told us two years ago that the
byword in this fastbreakthe
the creation of a- new $19,900 three or four to be created, and Mg thriller that brings an in- Bear Creek Girl Scout Council
'birds" carry even more tragic di- ternoon.
judgeship, something of a legal' necessary though another judge ternational agent to Holland on 1501 Broadway
seases:- a disease called "histo. Likewise the City of Fulton
trail of a VICIOUS narcotics Paducah, Kentucky 42001
plum for some Graves County may be in West Kentucky, we do the
crlasmosis"., attributed directly to
has acquired a volumninous file
ring. It's a search that leads •
are
strong
lawyer..Also, while ddvocates of not think that the facts,
the birds, caused several fatalities
from a city morgue to a caStle Mrs. Jo Westpheling
of correspondence, with all kinds
the measure say otherwise, the enough in this area to warrant an- in the country and InvolVes The Fulton County News
among. young children in that. of authorities, seeking lo rid the
everyone from the pastor of a P.O. Box 307
News has been informed by un- other district, in the face of the church
community, and an aroused com- community of the birds, but apto a strip tease artist. Fulton, Kentucky 42041
impeachable sources that some of much -heavier caseloads in other
munity finally eradicated the
parently to no avail.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
the leading lawyers in Graves districts.
pests. BY that time it was too late
PitKER DYNASTY, by Phil
When ,Congressmen Frank
And if you don't think that's Bengtson.
County are opposed to the new
• to help those children who sucHere is the inside
The Fultob Girl Scout Fund
Albert Stubblefield and- Ed Jones. district, being perfectly _ happy fact instead of fiction let these story of the most celebrated Drive
cumbed. 'Knowing 'this, is there
was a success due to your
werehere
two
team
in
America's-most
popuweeks
ago
;
a
few
untiring
efforts and I would
figures
talk
for
you:
with the.efficiancy anti dedication
any sense in sitting around around
lar sport, pro football's Green like to express my appreciation
of
the
men
at
the
gathering
took
by which Judge Tipton discharges - • In 1968 me population of the Bay Packers, told by the team's on behalf of the girls and the
and waitint for the sarhe thing to
the legislators out to see the bird
First Judicial District was 60,300 head coach, Phil Bengtson. He Board of the Bear Creek Girl
his duties.
happen here. . . in YOUR neightheleam's fabulous his- Scout Council.
-population. Darkness prevented
—While Hickman County At-- persons. A total of 676 cases both traces
- bahood or in YOUR home?
tery, destrribing all the great
am asking Bill Robertson
them from getting a good view
torney Jack Roberts and Fulton civil and criminal were filed in games'of its Golden Decade, to I present
In its report, the National
you with a small
the
hordes
of
unwelcome
guests.
‘the
five-county
First
playJudicial
Dissketching
the
careers
of
attorney James Warren. have been
token of our appreciation. Bill
Commission
on
Communit3c
Starr,
Nitschke,
and
ers
like
Both
promised
to
look
is
a
valued
member of the
into
the
the leading prOponents of the new trict.
Health Services strongly emphaHornung, and offering personal Board. •
matter
when
they
got
back
to'
district,
both
categorically
deny
- sizes the responsibility that
, That means that 59,624 citi- • glimpses of his much-praised Thank you for the check for'
Washington.
much-maligned
pre- $741.77 and for contacting Mr.
that they are even remotely inter- zens and taxpayers did not suffer and
"Health Is A'Community Affair,"
decessor, Vince Lombardi.
Martin concerning Obion Co.
ested
in
the,
appointment
as
Comthe,title of the report..
.
It is our thinking that not an"from ,this great "inconvenience"
United Fund Drive. Please thank
monwealth attorney, which would of having only one judge in the
The report is both provocative . other 24 hours should pass withall those who contributed to the
I CAME TO A CASTLE, by Drive,
especially all
the
naturally follow if:the district is f
and'valuable.. It Provides an apout an emergency meeting of local
Feirst
w Judicial District,
Dinah workers who helped. Wish we
Velda Johnston. As
created for Fulton, Hickman,Carpraisal of the health services -and county -officials called to do
Haversharn
approached the could thank each and every one
lisle and Ballard counties.
Oh,you 'could give or fake a
castle, she felt a sudden unease, of them personally.
which communities need to de- something about this pestilence.
irrational yet so strong that she
Next year, I believe spme of
—Representative Graves took
hundred interested people
•
velop in the years ahead, and, in
The birds have not alway_s
shivered. The mass of gray the contributors will become
strong issue with ,former—NPre- one-way or another, but certainly
addition make, recorru-nendations
been here.
granite,
once the scene of' Sustaining Members. Could we
sentative Henry
...Maddox, and 'not enough to cause a population
and take
bloody sieges, was now only g,,have a list of all who conwhere necessary It is obvious that some vegerich
man'i
other
toy, bought by the, tributed fbr our filirje
opponents
or
the
new
discrisis..
to safegyarg the health of its poputation or unusual condition conThank you again for your
latiqn and its environs.
ductive to their habitation attracts •
interest in our girls; and we
M.
W.
Haws,
Mrs.
Ward
Bushart,
The regort specifically points
Mrs. Wil- hope we can continue to have
them here.
7 ham Vowell, Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. Thomas your support.
out that "community" does- not
OM THE FILES:—
Our Nation has discovered/
Mahan, Mrs. Morgan Omar and Mrs. Felix Cordially yours,
necessarily mean 4 governmental - cure and prevention for tubercuGosstun, Jr.
entity. Community, in'the langlosis, polio, heart disease and
Mrs. Arthur Komorowski
uage of the report means disreother fatal diseases. It has senra
Preindent
Dickie
Collier
has
recovered from a head
garding boundary lines of city,
man to the moon.
injury he received at School and has returned (Mrs. Westpheling was the
• county and states. A "communSurely
there
must lie some
1989 Girl Scout Fund Drive
to school.
ity" then,for the reasons of health
Chairman
which
produced
method to rid this area of,an ever
matters, means where the prob$1241.77
in Fulton ad South
increasing
numberof
disease
caranuary 27, 1950
, Fulton alum.)
lem is defined, dealt with and sub40 and 45 YEARS AGO'
rying starlings.
sequently resolved.
20
YEARS
"AGO
January 30, 1925
Shall we wait until this diGregory and Peal, Inc.
The City of Fulton has passed
I. C. train No. 103; theNew Orleans Investments
sease kills humans before we act
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Burnette, Fulton, anthe problem on to the county in emergency sessions? 'N
Limited, was delayed Thursday morning due Mayfield, Kentucky 42088
nounce the birth of a nine pound baby girl
to
a derailment north of Kuttawa. No injuries Dear Jo:
born, January 24 at the Fulton Hospital,
were reported.
Your card at Xmas was so
industrially oriented areas of, the
;Judges4iip - -Charles E. Wright,, Chairman, Fulton
attractive and you have
a
State.
J. W. Roney, who has resided in and near handsome tribe also.
County PMA said today that the County Of(Continued„,from page'1)
Thanks for your copy to
Of the nine, the COMBINED
Fultpn and Hickman for 39 years, a lawyer
fice was now in the process of setting up 1950
the Bear Creek gals and my
Of the other remaining 24 case load of each judge in three of
for the past 23 years, a past police judge of thanks
corn
acreage
allotments.
Acreages
for
the
also and deeply for your
'districts; with caseloads LESS the counties compares favorably
Hickman and a former County Attorney, an- fine and productive efforts in
past three years have been obtained on most
Tipton
in
c
Judge
than those
with that of Judge Tipton. In the
nounces his candidacy for the office of Coun- 'the drive. You are always on
every farm in the county.
and ready to put all in
1968, and having -only one circuit- :three-Counties the cases, if -divined
ty Attorney again, subject to the August pri- ahand
•
worthy effort.
judge, the figures compare equal- equally between the two judges
mary.
The very best from our tribe
The Women's Auxiliary of the Fulton.:
ly with the caseload of Judge Tip- would approximate the case load
to you and your tribe for a
Hickman Counties Medical Society will sponfine 1970 and many to folt6n.
of Judge Tipton.
Mrs. R. S. Matthews presented two of low.
sor
a
benefit
bingo
party
Thursday:February
Here are some examples: Dis,
her
pupils,
Mary
Thanks again,
Lois
Williams and Treva
9th at the Woman's Club in Fulton. The party
They are: McCracken County,
11 (Washington, Marion,
trict
Carnell
Jones
in
a
piano
and
vocal
recital
Will
begin
at
7:30
p.
m.
judge;
each
N. 1.
Taylor, Green) 674 cases; District total 1159, 579 for
Jan. 24th at her home on Forestdale. Miss NobleG.
J. Gregory
No. 14 (Scott, Woodford) 589 Campbell County, total 1288, 644
Jones is now a successful piano teacher at
True to the best tradition in the newscases; District No. 34 (McCreary, 'for eachludge;Boyd County, total
Welch's high school and Miss Williams a compaper business, little Mary Jo Westpheling,
J. Paul Bushart
• 1214. 606 cases for each judge. t
Whitley) 628.
mercial student at Fulton high.
infant daughter of the News publishers, ar5476 Lemonwood Drive
Some examples of the districts
According to the figures reBaton Rouge, La.
rived yesterday, January 26, on press day, so
having MORE caseloads ,than leasaby the Legislative Research
Savings of over a million and a half will
that the birth announcement could be made
Dear Paul and Jo:
Judge Tipton, served by only one Conirnission the caseload is not
be effected annually- to the I. C. by the
before the paper went to press. Weighing in
judge are: District No. 5 (Union, divided equally between the two
I have been reading with conEdgewood cut-off, the Chicago Tribune std
at a husky 8 pounds and 14 ounces, little
Henderson, Webster) with a case- judges, in the
multi-judge jusiderable interest the report
this week.
Mary Jo was doing fine as her father reyou published of the financial
load of 1,117; District No 25(Mad- dicial districts.
'turned to Fulton to help get the paper out.
condition of the city, among
ison, Jessamine, Clark) 1009; DisM. F. DeMyer, located at the corner of other interesting items.
The News makes theserabsertrict No. 3(Lyon; Trigg, Christian)
I also noticed
that the
The Bowers Community Club will meet. Lake and Commercial streets, has completed Sesquitennial
is out.
775; and District No. 4 (Critten- vationS only as an hypothesis.
his 35th year in the jewelry business in Ful- Inasmuch as Iedition
Friday, February 3 at' the home of Mr. and
do not know how
den, Caldwell, Hopkins) 740.
many
will
be available, I am
ton. Starting in 1890 with R..N. Phipps under
Last week representatives of
Mrs. Lon Pickle, 403 Smith Street,for the inenclosing a check for $4 tO
There are only nine mdltiir the First.Judicial Bar Association
the Vendome Opera house,he opened his own cover
stallation of new officers. The new officers to
the
cost of two bound
circuit
court
districts
in
- judge
firm, M.F. DeMyer & Sons,in 1895.
be installed include: Raymond Adams, presicopies, which you will please
went to Frankfort to present the
Kentucky, representing,some Of case for the new judicial district
put
aside for me, so I can
dent; Mrs. Lee Reeves, vice-president; Mrs._
pick them up when I come to
the most heavily populated and to Governor Louie Ntmn. It is our
A reception at the home df the bride's Fulton
Raymond Adams,' secretary-treasurer and
this spring,
parents in Morenci, Mich., January 18th honMrs. Rob Holman, reporter.
understanding that the Governor
I have some property inlecend - class postage paid at Fuiten, Ky. 421141
ored the marriage of Nellie Hodge to Richard volvement' and improvement to
did not commit himself in any
undertake in Fulton this year,
luceesser el varjaais weekly papers in Pullin manner to the delegation.
Homra, who is engaged in the Mercantile so
Mrs.
Leon
Browder
was
gracious
hostess
will be there several times.
flea Bret ad which was %ended in 111111.
business in Tiptonville, Tenn.
I do hope that Fulton city can
to the Tuesday luncheon club. A delightful
There is st-ong evidence that
go forward this year in manPublished Every Thurseloy of The Year at 269 if any new judgeships are created
luncheon was served at the Derby. Following
agement, and in obtaining inCeadittircial Ave. Puttee, Ky. 42041
the luncheon the members went to the home
they will be in the most hardJanuary 31,.. 1930
dustry and businesses that will
Weed one of Kentucky's "Best All Around" pressed areas, particularly in Jefof Mrs. Browder where games of bridge were
Dr, I. H. Read and Ira Little have dis- provide employment for more
Weekly Pepsra.
people. Keep up the good work,
enjoyed. Mrs. Elizabeth Snow was awarded
ferson County. And justifiably so.
solved partnership in their Dodge automobile and
be seeing you before
/Warms all sell (eilbserietiells. thanes el ad.
little
assuming
score
do
a
high
Let's
prize
the
at
close
of
games:
the
business, having Dr. Read sole owner.
too long. Thanks for your atdimes. Perms SIN) te Peet Office Ilex
tention
to
two bound volumes
here. Let's suppose that RepreFelten, Kerthreky 42041
as stated above.
Mrs. Charles Thomas was gracious hossentative Graves is successful in
The' Beelerton basketball team won a
With sincere regards to you
Sathecriptise Rates: $2.16 per year in Pullen,
legislation for a new
tess to dessert bridge, Monday night, complidouble victory over Fulton last week, the boys both,
Hickman, Braves Counties, Ky., and Olden and passing his
menting Miss Lois Jean Hindman, bride-elect
Weekley Counties, Tenn. elsewhere *relighted judicial district to comprise Fulby 18-13 and the girls 12-6, Beelerton girls Very
truly yours,
llwa United States $4.01 per year.
ton, Hickman, Carlisle and Bal- of Rodney Arthur Miller of Gaithersburg, Md.
tied Clinton there Saturday 9-9; the score will
The guest list included: Miss Hindman, Mrs.
he untied at a later date.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Eska Tee. lard counties, leaving Graves
J. Paul Rushart

jaltrary Conner

Emergency Action To Rid Area Of Bird
Pestilence Needed Before Humans Die

timing Back The Clock
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Letter
From Washington

t he
announced
chairMan,
satiedule of coming events planned by,the Guild. The February
program will be presented IV
Miss Aaltje Vandenburg, Unlit-I-say of Tennessee, Martin,
Art Department. Miss Vandenburg will present Tennessee
Crafts and folk Art gor this
pfogfam. The remainder of the
scheduled eVents and worksho&
will be.anneunced at a later
date.
The Monday night program
Mrs. Jame.;
by
presented
Robert Powell. was on "The
Art and
History of .Picture
Framing." • In presenting her'
program which was most interesting and informative:Mrs.
Powell used samplesofframes,
The success of this event inserts and matting to demoncould not have been possible strate the many possibilities Of
without the full cooperation enhancing,
protecting
and
of many people; Mrs. Wilmon paintings. The "Ten CommandBoyd, Chairman ofthe program; ments for the Proper Framing
Mrs, Joe Bennett; the Jay- of Pictures," was interesting,
cettes and Jaycees;Santa Claus, and enlightening.
,the Fulton and South Fulton
members
Several • Guild
school systems,'and Many other brought paintings which were
orgailizations and individuals used to demonstrate the difare among thoes to whom we are ferent effects possible
with
pateful. A person also helpful different types of matting and
was paid Durbin, Executive Di- frames. •
rector of the Chamber-of Corn, "The next meetingts scheduled
merce.
for Monday,, Febtuary 16th, 7:30
Mrs. Erl Sensing, prograrg p.m.
The Fulton-South Fulton Art
Guild •met in regular session
Monday night, January 26th
the Woman's Club building. One
new member, Mr. Guy Hanna,
of Union City was introduced.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, president, presided Dyer the meeting
and reported on the suggests
of the two programs presented
by the Guild. Mrs. Wright statec
that the November presentation
of paintings from area private
collections was successful beyond any
expectations, The
Children's Christmas Art and
Music Festival was an inspiring event which provided an
outlet for the many talented
children in our twin-cities. -

By Mrs. John Sherman Cooper

in this series, as did the National Gallery of Art in Washington, where they have had the
biggest audiences in their history of people who queue up
for hours ahead of time to be
able to see this magnificent
by Lord
program narrated
He traveled for two
Clark.
years with producers and a
crew of photographers, photographing the art ancl architecture of Europe from the Dark
Ages to the Impressionist period. Even though you may have
subjects
seen many of the
shown,- you still get a new and
exciting perspective. Because
of the lighting, frescoes like
those in the Vatican are clearer than when you were craning
our neck at the ceiling.
Another example of success
in a different field is the interest in the newly-formed
American Film Institute Prothe
gram which opened at
National Gallery of Art in Washpresents
It
week.
this
ington
a choice of outstanding films
from all countries and periods.
We went the opening night and I
have seldom seen such a stream
of celebrities, including a red
double-decker bus filled with
stars gathered to see the 1925
film, "The Merry
silent
W icicnv."
Bea Lillie was there, As was
long
Shirley McLaine in a
leopard chiffon print; actor
pretty
his
and
Gregory Peck
wife; Ethel Kennedy, Sander
Vanocur, and Alice Roosevelt
Telephone
42050
Ky.
The green discoloration that man,
were among the
Longworth
sometimes appears between the 236-2351.
in a very diversified auLight weight chains from the people
white and the yolk of hard-cook(Bence.
ed eggs is harmless but cer- hardware store make an attracThe American Film Institute
not appealing to your tive "beaded curtain". This
tainly
will show over 50 great films
appetite. To help prevent dis- creates a sleek moliern room
in six eight-day programs from
coloration, hard cook the eggs divider. Teenagers especially
January to June, and the $5.00
at low-temperature (not boil- like the "clang" of chains when
subscription was sold out weeks
ing), avoid over-cooking, and they are moved about.--Mrs.
opening.
cool them promptly.-Patricia Mildred W Potts, La Center, before the
The goal of the American
Telephone
42056
Everett, Courthouse, Benton, Kentucky
Film Institute is to preserve and
Ky. 42025 Telephone 527- 665-5671.
excellence of
stimulate the
6601.
this country. It was
With most people the bottle- films in
the summer of
The care of meat in the home neck in management is time established In
a non-profit, nonFresh meat planning. How do you use the 1967 as
Is important.
and
organization
should be unwrapped as soon as time you have each day? How government
attracted a nationit comes from the market. Store do you work? Are you a putter, has already
offilm teachmeat uncovered or a can't finder, never get thrue'r, wide membership
FRESH
provides opportunities
loosely covered in the coldest an atlas (carry the whole load), ers and
for atwomakers
overdoer, a to young film
part of the
offer,
refrigerator, putter
training program in its
CURED meat should also be martyr? A few basic principles year
Center for Advanced Studies in
stored in the refrigerator. that we might consider (I.)
Again, the overCOOKED meat should be stored Leave out any part of the task California.
interest of its Washclosely covered in the coldest that you can. (2.) Combine whelming
was unexpected
opening
part of the refrigerator. Can- jobs. (3.) Improve your order ington
early-to-bed government
ned hams should be kept under of work. (4.) Place things in an
town.
refrigeration. FROZEN meat YOU use often within easy reach.
It is obvious that when people
should be stored at a temper- (5.) Handle tools to best adare given an opportunity to see
ature of 0 degrees F or lower. 'vantage. (6.) Use tools that
of quality, the resomething
It may be placed in the refri- will do the best lie), discard
sponse is overwhelming. But
gerator under ordinary refrig- tools you don't use. (7.) Use
it is also true that unless the
eration if it is to be used im- correct body position (will not
ask for the best, medafter defrosting. tire so easily). (8.) Make both people
mediately
will win.
iocrity
Barletta Wrather, Murray, Ky. hands work when possible. (9.)
Telephone 753-1452. Get all the help possible from
42071
others.-Irma Hamilton, CourtGood fit is important if your house. Mayfield, Ky. 42066,
dress is to be attractive and Telephone 247-2334.
comfortable to wear. A suitShould snow be removed from
able pattern, in your nearest
carefully altered to evergreens? It is a perennial
size and
your exact measurements and question. If the snow is so wet
proportions, is the first step and heavy you are afraid it will
in that direction. Do you have break limbs, remove it by gently
A former Fulton couple, Mr.
trouble constructing clothing to shaking the limbs or by using a and Mrs. G. J. "Gip" McDade
fit? If so, you might find the pole or broom. A small aobserve their sixtieth wedwill
University of Kentucky Exten- mount of snow helps maintain
ding anniversary Tuesday, Febsion lea/let, "Your Pattern, a steadier temperature in the urary 10, at their home in Grand
Alter to Fit", helpful. A copy plants it covers, yet it usually
Prairie, Texas.
of this leaflet may be obtain- lets adequate light threugh to the
They were married in Fulton
Griffin,
ed by writing or calling me. leaves.---Maxine
1910. Mrs. McDade was the
in
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- Clinton, Ky. 42031.
former Odle Bruce. They have
one son, James McDade, whole
a post office employe at Grand
Prairie, and two granddaughters, Miss Jean McDade and
Mrs. Donald Boler; two greatgrandchildren, Jeffrey and Karen Soler, all of Grand Prairie.
Mr. McDade is a former Fulton police chief and was with
the local department for 25
years before his retirement.
They moved to Texas, following his retirement.

There are two very strong
trends today. One clearly visible is inferior mass production, questionable quality and
design in housing, bad taste in
and catering to
advertising,
tacky snob appeal. The other
trend, the complete reverse, is
the actural thirst on the part
of the people in this country for
excellence and quality. Here is
an example.
Last year, the English BBCTV ran a 19-part series entitled "Civilization." This ser-

les was created by Lord Clark,
a distinguished and witty British scholar., "Civilization,"
Clark calls an
which Lord
"intellectual soapopera," had a
fantastic success in England but
was turned down by all of the
major networks in this country
because they thought it would
were
not make money. They
wrong.
of
Museum
Metropolitan
The
Art and the New York University
In New York, recognized immediately the public interest

Fulton County W.A Johnsons
Students tnroll To Observe 50th
Al UT, Martin Wedding Event

COMPUTER PRINTOUT—DI'. Donald E. Jones (left), chairman of the department of
educational services at Murray State Univet'-sity, looks over a computer printout of the
interaction analysis research project for student teachers in the field with Mrs. Brenda
Gagnon of Fulton, graduate assistant, and Dr. Robert B. Fox, student teacher coordinator. Shown in the background is the IMB no/aa used to make the computation in the,
Murray State computer center. The program is being financed 'by a $2;150 institutional
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
research grant from Murray State

. GOD, GIVE.US MEN!
God2give us Men! A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and
•
ready hands;
Men-Whom-the lus, of office does not kill;
Men whom the spoils of office Cannot buy;
Men •who posses opinions and.a will;.
Men who have honor; men who will not lie;
Men mrho can stand before a demagogue
....And damn his treacherous flatteries without
winking!
'Tall men,sun-crowned, who live above the fog
•
In public duty and in private thinking;
For while the rabble, with their thumb-worn
• _
creeds,
Their large professions and their little deeds,
Mingle in selfish strife, lo! Freedom weeps,
Wrong rules the'land. and waiting Justice
sleeps.
Josiah Gilbert Holland

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Johnson
Winter quarter enrollment of
3,972 at The University of Ten- 0f Farmington, _Kentucky will
nessee at Martin is up11.2 per- "celebrate their 65th wedding ancent over the same period 4ast niversary today, January 29.
Year, according to H. C. Allismk -They. were .married in 1905
dean ofadmissionsandrecords. by the Squire George Austin
in the First District of Weakley
UTM stadents come from 68 County. The wedding took place
other
25
Tennessee,
m rs.jscs
in
t the
counties
m
parents,the homre.
in
Jack
'and
states and three foreign countries.
trles.
• McClain.
To this union three chtldren„
"• En.rialled from Fulton and
were born, Mrs. Tom Ainley
Hickman are:
of Hickory, Kentucky, Sam
Ken.
Fulton- Brenda Ann Barker, Johnson, of Farmington,
Johanna putts, Pauktitcky, and Almas _Johnson
Mary
A. Detroit, Michigan. .
Michael Butts, Carolyn
Dunavant, Richard Andrew Fry, Five generations are included
in this family with no deaths in
Joseph
Hattie Pearl Johnson;
•Ward Johnsen, Lennell Kerney, the 65 years of marriage. Mr.
Jotinson.s
Kathy Ann Meachum, Mark Johnson's and Mrs.
Wayne Philips; Ackert S. Scates, parents are both still living.
but
isplanned,
celebration
No
Donald Glen Smith, grancis
any
Wm. Smith. Jerry Mac Sub- the couple wituld appreciate
calls
tette,. Greg Karl Veneklasen. cards, letters and phone
Hickman - Joyce Anderson, from any of their friends.
Teresa` J., Beachum, Rhonda
JONES IS PRESIDENT
Lane Bone, Robert DI. Haynes, TO Board of Directors have
ans
Jean
Peggy
Holland,
. eons Ellen
named C. D. Jones' president
_f. the Fun& Country Club for
. Isbell, Cheryl Lynn Menee o
David White Poynor, Charles 1970 at their regular tneetL
izelt
a
James
W. Terrett,
,ing held recently. He succeeds
'
Wbltby.
Wendel Butts as president.
•
•
Other officers elected in•
' Born
MOr:
0dRL
en
r,...Vi
LO
elude: James T. Nanney, vice
nLsI
- HtE
Mrs. Phil president; Mrs. Tom Westphel„Bennett of Lexington, KY., a ing, secretary; and Mrs. Gus,
baby girl born January 28. She Hale- of Hickman, treasurer.
weighed 7 pounds and 1 ounce
NO FIXED GOAL
and was nameriMelissa.GrandThere's proof that people
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Bennett and Mr. and who are everlastingly on the go
Mrs. Carl Rogers of Fulton.'seldom arrive anywhere.

Dear Ann Landers: All those that many males wrote to exletters were too press the same point of view.
"Ice Cube"
much for me. If men admire A gender that can come through
virgins so ardently, why don't like THAT can't be all bad.
Little Miss Sabrina Cum- they leave a few around? Since
Dear Ann Landers: Last
mings of Lexington, Kentucky your mall reflects a strong pre- winter my carpeting was ruincelebrated her second birthday ference for intact brides, pray ed by delivery men who trackthrough the house with
recently at the home of her tell where are these untried ed
aunt, Mrs. Mignone Morrison. maidens going to come from" It boxes, packages and such. We
Only the immediate family at- appears that a great many high- recarpeted in May and I made
her parents, Mr. and minded fellows who worship at up my mind to stop at nothing
The News takes pleasure in tendedMrs. Dale Cummings of Lex- the shrine of chastity will be to keep our new carpets lookwishing these friends Happy
ington, Ky., grandparents, Mr. obliged to settle for someone ing good.
Birthday.
and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings, else's discard.
This morning a delivery man
January 30: Clyde M. Fields great-grand dad, T. D. CumMen who try every trick in the started to clomp through the
Earl
January
Lee;
B.
and J,
mings, and great aunt and uncle, book to break down a girl's re- house in his muddy shoes. I
Mitchell, Prella Clayton Cloys, Mr. and Mrs. Chess Morrison. sistance, then call her a tramp, caught him Just in time and askNancy
Bushart and Charles
make me sick.
One of my ed politely if he would please
Vanden
QUEENLY
Fields; February I
closest friends nearly jumped remove his shoes. (Wiping On
Kimberlin, Martha Roberts,
Nancy Bagwell, daughter of off the Golden Gate bridge be- a mat is no good. It still
Peggy Jane Sturgis and Frank- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ross, was cause she had given herselftoa leaves tracks.) The man looklin Pruitt; February 2: - Phil crowned South Fulton basket- man who spoke convincingly of ed at me as if I had lost my
Puckett and Sammie Vaughn; ball queen Tuesday, January marriage. After he finally had, mind. When I repeated my
February 3: Chuck Beard III 27 at 8.00 p.m. during the half his way, he wrote her a letter request he yelled "You're nuts
and Terry McDaniel; February time of the South Fulton-Wingo saying, "I could never marry Lady!" He dumped the crate
4: E. W. Hart, William Henry games. Candidates were chosen you now. I am completely dis- and stalked out.
and by the basketball squad and the
Vaughn, Elizabeth Jobe
I was so upset I called his
enchanted."
Yates;
attendants were
February queen and
doisiirmmy
In a recent column you said, place of employment to make
Futrell;
February 6: elected by the student body. "No
5: Jamie
man has the right todemand a report. They gave me the
ary Jetton and Linda Whitnel.
a pristine bride unless he can brushoff. At dinner we disHURRY HOME
and my
SORRY
Mrs. Don Heine of Sturgis bring to the marriage bed the cussed this incident
same
of purity." Please husband sided with the delivery
ONE SET OF INSTRUCTIONS IS ENOUGH—, Sorry, folks, the interesting had surgery Monday, January say it quality
agers
;
teeci
again.---Knob
two
man.
Hill
Our
Memorial
George Perkins, commissioner of the Department of story of the Pierce community 26, at the Welborn
agreed with him. My mother
was Hospital, Fourth Street, EvansJack
by
Lowe,
written
his
sectells
executive
when
he
knows
Welfare,
Child
Dear Knob: You said it again sided with me. I feel very
out of the paper this ville. She is the former Glenda
retary, Mrs. Jo Stratton, to take care of something, crowd.dbut
and
it will be in next Sub Brown, daughter of Mrs. and I thank you. And it might strongly about this incident
week,
She
"pro."
a
is
repeat
himself.
to
have
he will never
surprise you to Imow, my dear, hope you will take my side. It
Ozone Brown of Fulton.
week's issue.

will then be a tie. What is your remarried and has a young
opinion?---- Yonkers
family.) If he Should die and
not mention my son in his will,
Dear Yonk Sorry, the vote can we sue his
estate and
is tour to two. I'm with the collect?--Slightly Regretful In
carspotless
Since
opposition.
Illinois
pets are so important in your
life, I suggest that you put down
Dear Slightly: In Illinois a
newspapers or old rugs or a parent need not include a child
plastic sheet. Delivery men in his will if he chooses not to.
should not be asked to take If a parent dies without a will,
off their shoes.
however, the child is entitled
to something, as a natural heir..
I diDear Ann Landers
vorced my husband fifteen years
Give in or lose him—when
ago,. Our son was then elght. a guy gives you this line, look
I settled for a modest sum of out! For tips on how to handle
money because he didn't have the super sex salesman, check
much. He agreed to support Ann Landers. Read her bookthe boy until he was 21 and put let, "Necking and Petting_
him through college. He kept WhatAre The Limits?" Send
his word.
your request to Ann Landers in
Six months ago a relative in- care of your newspaper, enformed me that my ex-husband closing 50 in coin and a long,
is making money hand over list stamped,
self-addressed en-.
and lives like a king. (He has velope.

CHMTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

HOSPITAL NEWS

• LATHAM

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

By Mrs. W. C. Morrison

By Mri, Carey Fri*Ids

The following were patients;
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, January 28:
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P-5 Fulton Coun

Show Of Skills Learned From
4-H Clubs Around The Nation

A. W. Green,
A. W. Green, Sr.,
January
Hospital f
Fulton
short illness. He
tired farmer and a
resident of °Won Co
January 23
Born
Oblon County, he was
the late William and
Owen Green. His w
Stalling Green, prece
death in 1963.
Services were hel
January 25, at the
Funeral Home Chapel
lames Holt and Rev.J
officiating. Interme
the Palestine cemeter
sons served as pal
Survivors include ft
ters, Mrs. Zula Pie
'talus, Oregon, Mrs.
Fulton, Mr
Pierce,
Ellen Ashby, Fulton,
!demister, Satellit
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A. W. Green,Sr.

Fred Thompson

A. W Green, Sr., 91, died,
Saturday,
January 24, at the
Fulton
Hospital following a
short illness. He was a retired farmer and a life-long
resident of Obion County.
Born
January 23, 1879 in
Obion County, he was the son of
the late William and Elizabeth
Owen Green. His wife, Annie
Stallins Green, preceded him in
death in 1963.
Services were held Sunday,
January 25, at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel with Rev.
James Holt and Rev.James Best
officiating. Interment was in
the Palestine cemetery. Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Survivors Include five daughters, Mrs. Zula Pierce, Corvallis, Oregon, Mrs. Christine
Pierce,
Fulton, Mrs. Mary
Ellen Ashby, Fulton, Mrs. Ruth
McAlister, Satellite Beach,
Fla.,
Mrs.
Betty Williamson, Fulton; five sons, Roy,
James R. and A. W. Green,Jr.,
all of Fulton, Billy S. Green of
Martin and Charles Allen Green
of Belleville, Illinois.
Ezra 0.
A half-brother,
Vance of Dyersburg, 26 grandgreatand 17
children
grandchildren also survive.
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Laverne Patton
Miss Laverne (Wotsie) Patton, 51, died at 3:05 a.m. Wednesday, January 21 at the Fulton
Hospital following
a long
illness. A Fulton native, she
had been a resident of Chicago,
Illinois for 22 years.
Born in Fulton on January
27, 1919, she was the daughter
of the late Mose and Susie Patton. She attended Milton School
in Fulton, and had been employed by a candy company in
Chicago for the past 18 years.
Services were held Friday,
January 23, at the Antioch Bap;
UM Church with Rev. R. S. Bell
officiating. Interment by Rutledge Funeral Home of Murray
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Survivors include four brothers, Mose, J.B., Nathaniel, and
Russell Patton, all of Fulton;
two sisters, Mrs. Naomi Scott
of Battle Creek, Mich.and Miss
Lucille Patton of Fulton.
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on Service.
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is world is
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John Seay

Fred Thompson, 82, died at
2.00 p.m. Monday, January 26,
at the Mayfield Hospital. Mr.
Thompson was a retired oil
company employe of Mayfield
and formerly of Fulton.
He was the son of the late
William and Martha Thompson,
well known Fulton residents.
Services
were held at the
Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield
with Rev. J. L. Leggett officiating. Interment was in the
Maplewood Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bessie Thompson; a daughter, Mrs. Josephine Pawlus,
Cleveland, four sisters, Mrs.
William F. Clark and Mrs. Bev
Rout of Fulton, Mrs. Edith PirJerseyville, Illinois and
tle,
Mrs. Gerry McMahan, Los
Angelr.,

You'd think/13y now God
would sailPhooey!"

Larry Bugg
Funeral services were held
Tuesday. January 27.
at the
Funeral
Hopkins and Brown
Clinton for Larry
11011, in
Tucker Bugg of Route 3, Clinton.
Mr. Bugg was fatally injured in a motorcycle-car crash
on Highway 51 near the city
limits
of Wickliffe, Sunday
afternoon, January 25.
Mr. Bugg, 31, was a city mail
carrier at Clinton and lived in
the Springhill Community. He
was unmarried.
Survivors include
his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Bugg of Clinton, and two sisters,
Mrs. Martha Connor of Clinton
and Mrs. Mary Ann Carter of
Arlington.

What with all the hate,
th indifference to war,
tlie fanatical selfishness
we see around us. But God
doesn't go around saying
things like "Phooey."
He goes around saying
things like"Love your neighbor as yoLl love yourself."
Have you tried it lately?

Silas Bruce
Silas E. Bruce, 82, died suddenly at 4.00 a.m. Wednesday,
January 21 at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. John Choice of
Paducah.
Born in Weakly County,Tennessee, he was the son of the late
Alonzo and Alpha Rhetta Brooks
Bruce. His wife preceded him in
death in 1943.
Services were held Friday,
January 23, at theJackson Funeral Home Chapel, with Elder
Arlie Larrimer officiating. Interment was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Survivors
include a son,
Thomas Bruce,
Dukedom,
a daughter, Mrs. John Choice,
Paduach, a sister, Mrs. C.J.
(Gip) McDade of Grand Prairie,
Texas; three grandchildren,two
great-grandchildren
and
several nieces and nephews.

Word has been received ofthe
death ofJohn H.Seay of Houston,
Texas. He was the son of the
former Rut Brooks of Fulton and
a nephew of the late L D
Brooks.
A former Hickman county resident,
di
OINaor
January Si inSe
;Texas
hospital.
Services were held Friday,
January 23 at Salem Methodist
William S.(Bill) Hall, a formChurch with Rev. Richard Den- er Fulton resident and son of
ton officiating. Interment was Mrs. Mettle Hall of-Fulton and
In the church cemetery.
the late George C. Hall, Weldon
Survivors include his wife, Sunday, January 25th, in Baton
Mrs. Myrtle Seay; his father, Rouge, La., where he resided.
Clinton;
of
Arthur Seay
Mr. Hall, 69, was born in
two sons, William Seay of Sea- Louisville. He was a retired
brook and John Seay, Jr.of Ma- American Railway+ Express aton, two daughters, Margaret gent and a World War I vetand Molly Seay both of Seabrook, eran. He was a Fulton High
and a brother James Seay of School graduate and attended the
Anaheim, California.
University of Kentucky at Lexington.
Funeral services were held
BILL KILL
Kentucky, under a 1966 law, in Baton Rouge.
has received its largest paySurvivors include his wife,
ment so far, 810,260, for fish- Mrs. Elms Charlice Hall of
kill damages. It came from Baton Rouge; two sons,Ron and
Kraft Foods for a fish-kill last Don Hall of Memphis,a brother,
June in Stevens Creek below Joe M. Hall and a sister, Mrs.
the company's Owenton plant. E. L. Bradley, of Fulton and a
Kraft did not admit its lia- sister, Mrs. W. H. Wooten of
bility for
pollution of the Covington, Tenn., and three'
stream, but said it was paying grandchildren.
the amount demanded by the
state to avoid the time and expense of litigation.

Break the hate habit: love your neighbor.

William Nall
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Inflation, Fires
Cited For Increase

Inflation and a rise in fires
and thefts were cited by representatives of companies doing
most of the business in KenPhone 479-1864
tucky as the basis for their
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum request for an increase in
homeowners' insurance rates.
and Tile
State Insurance Commissioner
--Downs and McGee Carpeting took the case under advisement
—Upholstering, Modern and
after a public hearing.
The companies are seeking
Antique
an over-all average increase
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
of 10.2 percent for a new or
renewed three-year policies
and substitution of a one-year
maximum to make rates apply
sooner.
140 Broadway, South Fulton

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

JOB BANKS
By June 19IC, Job Banks will
be operating In 55 metropolitan
areas which are populated by
more than half of the Nation's
labor force.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Co To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

GO TO CHURCH EVERY SUNDAY
Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Dart-Cream. Inc.
West State Line
472-3657
Fulton, Ky.

Ray Williams Insurance
267 Commercial

472.2430

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Futton, Ky.
472-1411

Park Terrace Motel

Henry L Siegel Company. Ina,

Restaurant & Gift Shen
Join us after church on Sunday

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

E. W. James and Sons

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

SUPERMARKETS

CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway
So. Fulton
479-1711

Hickman

South

Fuiton

Union City

Evans Drug Company

M & B Gull Station

The Resell Store
216 Lake Street
171.2411

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-900

Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers
Green Florist Supplies
DIAL 479-1371

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street
472-1342

OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKINt
The Henry 1. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.,
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta,

The Citizen's Bank

Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street
4724473

Make our bank your bank

Archlo's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind et
live deck
Union City — Fulton Hwy.
479-2191

Hickman, Ky.

2364655

Tuzner's Pure Milk C.
At the Stere—or at yew deer
Fulton, Ky.
172-3311

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris
479-2173

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MN,
Clinton, Ky.

853-2771
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THE $100,000 PIG•RAISING OPERATION of Robert Lusk at
Cayce is centered in these spacious buildings. Building in
foreground is a new $50,000 ultra•modern and hygenicallyclean pig parlor, completely enclosed and heated; long shed
in distance contains pens for growth and feeding up to marketing age.

INSIDE OF LUSK'S MODERN pig-parlor contains around
75 stalls for sows and ther new-born pigs, in up-to-date,
hygenically.clean facilities. Building is heated, each stall has
special heating facilities plus automatic waterer and feeder
and flush -out drains for easy cleaning.

THIS NEW-BORN LITTER of 12 pigs in Look's plg-parlor
is as healthy and pretty as any hog-raiser could with. Yet,
after a few days on their mother's TGE•contaminate'd milk,
they will all die from this dread disease which the sow picked on prior to birth. ICE does not kill older animals, but is
fatal to the very young,

THESE PENS contain a few of Lush's kegs that were old
enough to escape the TOE infestation. A specially-developed
premium-market-value hog, it is a Hampshire-YorkshireLandrace cross bred to a Duroc boar. Production of this
animal for market is the main pvrpos• of tfut massive Lusk
operations.
• •-

Fulton Meet - -

:continued from page 1)
her of Commerce, consists of
Charles Reams, chairman, Bob
Graham, Nathan Wade; Mrs.
It. J. Pigue and Louis Weaks.
--Appointed a new City Hall
study group to study the feasibility: of a new City Hall. The
members are: Dr. Shelton
Owens, Joe Sanders, John Joe
Campbell, Max McDade, Mrs.
Lorene Harding, Mrs. B. J.
Pigue, Mrs.-Glynn Bushart, Bill
Scott, Wilburn Alldn and representatives of the City of
Fulton, Mayor Nelson Tripp,
commissioner Bob Craven and
( • ity: Attorney James Warren.

NOTEBOOK
(Continued From Page 1)
the background has dozens of little colored
lines to each of the numerals, while a little red
needle just keeps clicking away each precious
second.
Without my glasses on I can hardly tell
whether its night or day: with all that Clectronic artistry on the face of the clock I just
turned over and gave up telling time as a bad
job.
Yet I was nice and comfortable listening
to the news when out of nowhere comes a
z-j

"The Best thing
That Ever
Happened To
Wheels"
HERCULES
2 - Ply Polyester
Cord With Two
Fiberglass Belts
Get Them At:—

I

SCATES TIRE SERVICE
Hiwqy 51 North at Middle Road

Fulton, Ky.

stoP tire Ho?
1.03
and
enloY
•••••••...../

•Added Mileage
•Driving Conifer:
•No Costly Vibration

9 LET US

•

TRUE AND itALANCE
YOUR TIRES ON OUR
PRECISION "AMERMAC"

shrill; hurried, revolting sound that just scared
the daylights out of me.
I don't know what I turned, but it finally
stopped banging. So I settled down to listening
to the news again. You wouldn't believe it, but
in ten minutes that amateur fire whistle started all over again. I repeated the shenanigans,
but not quite so resigned to the intricacies of
Stubblefield, Marconi and their wireless monsthrs.
Whatever I did the first time. I did again,
and it turned off. When, ten minutes later, it
started giving out this riveting sound again, I
convinced myself that Paul was deliberately
trying to put me out of mind in a kind of subtle,
but sadistic way.
I reached over and tried to cut it off, as I
have seen R. Paul do many times, -but it simply wouldn't be tuned out. I twisted another
little knob but the sound seemed to come on in
louder tones.
I switched the station knob, lost the livewire, got another station and still it kept blasting off. Finally I just turned the radio off, and
of course lost the live-wire and all other programs, too.
After cdmplaining bitterly to Paul, and in
a pretty bad mood, he showed me how to work
the thing. Like heck he did.
The next morning I actually defied that
little squawk-box to act up, and it did, but to
no avail. Madder 'n a wet hen I took it into
Paul's room, used an expletive or two, and told
him to take the thing where he got it.
He did!
Well, to make a short story a little longer,

CITVENS AND TAXPAYERS PLEASE READ THIS
Last week an ad appeared in this newspaper as paid for by 'Citizens Group of Taxpayers" opposing the creation of a separate Judicial District for Graves County. This ad was typical of all anonymous
calls, ads, letters and other items that are loaded with false and
misleading information that reauire anonymity. The truth is that the
case load of Judge 'w. C. Tipton is one of the heaviest in the state. The
liataaky Legislative Research Commission most assuredly recommended that if any Judicial Districts receive relief, the Counties of
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton and Graves be included in that
group. All candidates, running for re-election in the First Judicial
District, including Mr. Henry Maddox, but excluding Mr. Lloyd Clapp,
endorsed the creation of a separate Judicial District for Graves
County. At every meeting of the First Judicial District Bar Association the recommendation for another Judicial District has been unanimously approved. No one who has the best interests of the people in
Ballard, Carlisle, Graves, Hickman and Fulton Counties can honestly
oppose the creation of a new district for Graves County.
There is no Constitutional prohibition of the creation of additional
Courts of 'specified terms" as opposed to Courts of 'continuous
session," if there is a need for such a district. There have been
many Courts such as this created in the State of Kentucky and many
more will be, whether we receive any relief or not. The only additions
to our present system will be an additional Judge for Graves County
and a Commonwealth Attorney for the river counties of Ballard,
Carlise, Hickman and Fulton.
Please remember that lawyers do not go into Courts unless they
represent people. It is not the lawyers who need relief but the people
who demand, and rig tfully so, that their cases be concluded in a
prompt and efficient thiner. The vast majority of cases are nov4
tried before the Judge instead of a jury and these cases are tried almost
every day of every week including Saturdays. The move to create
another district is not just to relieve the Judge, but it is to relieve
the Citizens and litigants who are entitled to prompt and speedy
trials. At present the highest courts give those charged with crimes
prompt and speedy trials and we think our good citizens and litigants
should, also be entited to them.
Ask anyone who is around the Circuit Courts about this situation.
You might also ask who is it that hides behind the name of 'Citizens Grouo of Taxpayers.'

William L. Shadoan,
President First Judicial District Bar Association

Out-Of-State
Enrollment Low
In Kentucky
A report by the State COIMCH on Public Higher Education
says that whereas over-all
state college enrollments showed a 2.2 percent rise this year,
out-of-state enrollments dropped 2.3 percent.
The drop was attributed to
a 1968 tutition increase for
non-Kentuckians to check unbridled enrollment, to more
selective admission requirements, increased costs ...and
difficulty in arranging student
loans.
Ordering a cut in out-ofstate enrollments to 20 percent of the total by next fall
and 15 percent by 1973, the
council has voted another tutition increase for non-Kentuckians effective next fall.
This increase amounts to a
$60 a year at the regional
schools and $50 at the ChMversity of Kentucky. Non-Ken, tuCkians now pay $740 a year
at the regional institutions and
$980 at UK.

State franks Tenth
In Highway Work
State Highway Commissioner
Eugene Goss announced the
AdminisFederal , Highway
tration places Kentucky among
the top ten states in several categories of highway work for
1969. The ranking shows Kentucky:
Fifth, with 1,208, in the number of miles of state highways
constructed; ninth, with $147,000, in disbursementsV for
state -,administered highways;
ninth in obligation of interstate
funds, and tenth for fund obligations for combined Interstate,
federal and primary, secondary, urban and rural projects -- for fiscal 1970.
CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our
thanks and appreciation to all
our friends for the many expressions of sympathy during
the recent death of my mother,
Mrs. Cassie Taylor. I especially cant to thank Dr. Ragsdale
and the nurses at Hillview
Hospital and all the staff at
Jackson Funeral Home for
their kind consideration.
Mrs. Joyce Scott, 209 Cambridge 11- Paducah, Ky.

I want you to know I have the same m del
radio back on my nightside table. I can' see
what time it is, I don't know how to se the
alarm, I don't know how many times an at
what intervals that little buzzing buzzard will
sound off, but I do know one thing, while I'm
trying to win the battle of the buzzer of dubious legitimacy, I'm wishing all the time I had
asked for my two back teeth for Christmas
on a bridge.

Republicans Honor
Kentucky Governor
The theme was "Leadership
for the Seventies" and the
Governors AsRepublican
at Hot
sociation, meeting
Springs, Ark., put Kentucky
Governor Nunn in line for
election as chairman next year.
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A Message From
HENRY MADDOX
About A New Judicial District
Dear Editor .
Answering some of the statements that have been in the news
lately pertaining to the NEW Judgeship.
A few days after the 1964 session I was in a lawyer's office and
he was reading an old dusty and yellowed page statute book and I inquired if his cases of today demanded information from the old book.
He answered no but said we Met last night and decided to start a new
circuit court for the First Judicial District. I asked him who the "we"
were and he said the First Judicial Bar Association.
The bill was introduced in the 1966 Senate and when the lawyers contacted me about it I told them I would first contact the people of the First Legislative District before taking a stand. First I contacted Judge Tipton concerning his caseload and he told me he was
aware of the caseload when he ran for the office and was not taking
a part in any in creating a new judgeship. I put a notice in the papers
of the four counties asking for my constituents opinions concerning
another court. In reply I received 354 letters against and 6 letters for
the court.arid four of the six'replies were from lawyers. One of the
letters against it was from a county attorney who said "I think it the
most absurd thing I ever heard of to create-% new circuit court,
when, speaking for my own county, the docket is getting smaller
every year."

Free-swinging
for instant hi
enchanting v,
looks like the
sive haircuts!
wash-and-wear

Wash-and-s
stretch wig,
natural-lool
Town &
Wig

1 Mile E. Fults
Line Highway.
Owner. HELI

I contacted the head of the courts in Frankfort where all-tecords
are kept and I was told Judge Tipton's caseload was not any hAvipr
than the average caseload of other judges in the state. Aftec,this in- formation I took a stand against the new court, for after all I was
elected to represent all the people and not a certain group. This bill. :
: ;:.
died in committee in the Senate.
In July 1969 the Legislative Research Commission issued a Bulletin No. 71 Circuit Court Caseload. I do not understand how a senator or representative can read this Bulletin No. 71 and then consider starting a new court anywhere in the state on the taxpayers.
Quote from Bulletin No. 71, "When the Court of Appeals find
that -a judge is falling behind in his caseload, they canthen immediately assign anotber judge or judges to assist in the problem."
Rep. Graves states the extra judge's pay would come from the
state. As you know it comes from the General Fund and when you
take money from the General Fund it is replaced by taxes only.
The bulletin No. 71 also states that under the present system the .
fund for the creation of a court must come from the Fiscal Courts of
the counties in the circuit, and creating a new court consist of court
reporters, secretarial employees, record keeping, bailiff and purchasing of supplies which are common to the operation of all circuits.
Another burden on our small counties will cause consolidation of our
counties quicker than most of us would expect and then we will have
court houses for sale.
The salary of a judge now is $19900.00 and in the fifties when
the salary was about $8500.00 we heard nothing of establishing a
new court.
I have no ill feeling against the lawyers and I do not blame
them for working for a bill in their favor, but as I was representing
the people I was forced to take the stand I did.
On the front page of the January 21st edition of the Paducah
Sun Democrat were listed two bills of Rep. Graves, one for creating
a new circuit court and another to reduce the 5c state sales tax to 4c
across the board. I ask can any business man run his business on this same basis.
Ralph, please print the truth in your articles, you are a Representative now. You stated the bill failed in 1966 and 1968. In 1968
the bill did not get in the hopper. Another untrue statement accusing
me of paying for an advertisement at least some of them by personal
check. You can check with the manager of the papers. I think you
-should apologize to the people you represent, not to me, for making
such untrue statements in the paper.
Your personal attacks are untrue and do not reflect the dignity
and calm reasoning required by the office you hold.

Henry Maddox
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Income Tax Reform
Discussed By Gore
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"'Orte of my three greatest accomplishments as a US
Senator." MI5 was the appraisal upon the $150 increase
In personal exemptions to the
Income tax adopted by Congress during its recent session by Sen. Albert Gore as
he spoke to Thursday's meeting of the Martin Rotary Club.
He listed the other two as
the Interstate Highway system
and Medicare.
Sen. Gore led the successful fight In Congress to raise
the personal exemption level
from Its long-standing $60C
The amendment, as
base.
originally proposed by the
Senator, called for an increase
In the personal exemption to
$800. a figure adopted overwhelmingly by the Senate. R
was reduced to a $150 increase in a Joint Senate-House
conference and was later
signed into law by Pres.
Richard Nixon.
Stating that he has over
the years been one of the
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most persistent voices in Congress for reform of the tax
laws, the Senator said he ba sed
his drive in this year's session upon two facets: tax
reform and tax relief. "Of
these two, the bigger fight
was for tax relief," he said.
Sen. Gore said that many
individuals and groups have
avoided paying their fair share
of taxes. He cited as one
instance a man who made $30
million in four years but bad
failed to pay a single dollar
In income tax. Another example given was that of one
of the nation's largest oil companies which also had not paid
any income tax duringthe past
four years. "We were able
to bring in more than $6
bllllon, 600 million this year
Just by tightening the present

tax laws, and we did this
without any raise In taxes,"
he said.
He said that to give tax
relief, "we took this $6
billion, 600 million and added
to it the $3-1/2 billion cutfrom
the budget" to make up the
sum lost by granting tax exemptions to the low and middle class brackets. "The difference between our bill and
that proposed by the administration was that we wanted to
help both the low and middle
income groups while the administration wanted the relief
to go mainly to the very lowest
and the very highest brackets," Sen. Gore said.
The net result of the new
exemptions to a typical family
of four, the Senator said, will
be that under the new bill this
family will have its first $4000
exempt as compared with the

A, ROSS
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Wash-and-wear
stretch wigs with
natural-look - $29.95
Town & Country
Wig Shop
1 Mile E. Fulton on E. State
Line Highway.
Owner - HELEN MOSLEY
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food into small
pieces. The molars, at the rear,
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teeth after
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Each Tooth
Has Own Duty

prehensive plan of reorganizaLt. Gov. Wendell Ford has piecemeal and grown like Topsy reorganization into effect," Ford
tion which would achieve these
said.
decades."
three
last
the
called for a nonpartisan legisThe last major reorganization He noted thdt eight years ago, ends," Ford said.
lative study of state governin 1962, the governor recom- ''Gov. Noon promised in 1967
was in the 1930's.
ment, so it can be reorganized Ford said untended growth has mended and the legislature con- :o modernize stale government
in 1972.
made government more frag- ferred upon the chief executive and to implemeilt massive
Ford said he will ask the legis- mented, less responsive to the authority to reorganize state economy arid-efficiency-rneaslature to adopt a joint resolu- people and less able to meet agencies in the interests of ures. We have waited two years.
tion setting up a two-year study public problems. Modernization economy, efficiency and im- We should wait no longer."
past
of the executive branch by the and streamlining are needed, he proved administration, and to Ford said that during the
submit such plans to the Gener- two years the governors of 20
Legislative Research Commis- said.
other states made recommendasion. A summary and recom- "Like functions should be con- al Assembly for approval.
for remendations would be complete solidated; administrative costs "The legislature has waited tions to their legislatures
in December 1971, and would be should be cut; duplicate efforts eight years for the executive organization. "Kentucky should
branch to submit to it a com- proceed," he said,
available to the next governor should be eliminated.
for his use. A detailed report "Government has overflowed
of the study would go to the until it is no longer the real
SAD POW'
servant of the people."
1972 General Assembly.
He took the curse al 80; no
governor
next
the
The reorganization would not Ford said
warning would he heed. His
cortege now is passing, at the
affect the present administra- of Kentucky, whoever he may
legislature
the
offer
should
hormal cortege speed. -Brent
tion, Ford pointed out. "It is a be,
Stark.
procedure to bring order and a reorganization plan at its first
economy into a government session. "A governor's full term
whose structure has developed is needed to put a worthwhile

Racial
Complaint
Filed

CALI.. US

479-9082

4

FRIED CHICKEN
OUR DELICIOUS PIZZA
SUNDAY 5: PM. TO 8: PM. 979-9082

HICKMAN, Ky.
Kentucky Commission on Human Rights will investigate a
complaint of racial discrimination at Fulton County High
School filed Friday by a group
of Negro parents and students.

$2400 at present.

Free swingingaides, ready
for . instant, brushing into
enchanting variations looks like the most expensive haircuts!
wash-and-wear

Of interest to Homemakers
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In thirty days,
it can help you
look younger—
or your money back.

A spokesman for tae group
said the Negroes were unhappy
over alleged different administrative standards of discipline
applied to black and white stts
dents.

INSULATED

RUBBER BOOTS
$4.99 pair

LTRA FEMININE
Estrogenic
Hormone Cream
with
Progesterorie

The Negroes also complained
that there are no Negro teachers on the faculty, pointing out
that 22 per cent of the school's
students are black.

KEYS MADE
White You Waif

UlTRA.FEMININE is the only
hormone lace cream formulated
with the natural female hormones
Estrogen and Progesterone•
Helps your skin look softer, -

School principal Bobby Chiiders and county Superintendent
Harold Garrison categorically
denied the charges.

Railroad Salvage
Company
CM

Like St. - Fulton, Ky.

ore supple, younger.

The administrators said that,
for the first time, a student
council was made up of the five
whites and two Negroes who received the most votes. They
added that a Negro has been
basketball
assistant
named
coach at the high school, and
that they will try to obtain two
Among students listed on the qualified Negro teachers next
honor roll for the recent faU year, as they tried to do without
quarter at the University of success this year.
•

4 oz.
Regularly 8.00
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VIM Students
Earn Honors

Tennessee at Martin, according to Henry C. Allison, dean
admissions and records,
of
are 89 from Obion County.
The total includes 99 from
from South
Union City, 13
Fulton, 10 each from Kenton
and °don, seven from Troy
and four from Hornbeak.
The Oteoe county total also tn
dudes 111 who earned listina
on the honor roll "summa cum
laud.," with highest honors.
The honor roll list lacludee
who., carried
those students
at least 12 hours of course
work and whose grade poini
average ranged from 3.0 h
4.0 on • 4.0 point maximum
system. Students whose grades
ranked In the 3.15 to 4.0 range,
inclusive, were passed for the
,somata cum laude."
quarter'
The local students so honored were:
Horobeak- Gaylon S. Alexander (a11111M2 Cum laude), Robert M. Calhoun (stemma cunt
laud.), Roy Dale Pithy (summa
cum Made), Molly Jean Tucker.
Kenton- David D. Asbridge,

Gayle Lee Fairless,

Beverly

Ann Houston, Albert C. King,
Jo King, Helen
in. Belinda
Lindsey Nunn, Charlie N. Rainey, John Wayne Reed, William
U.Stec°, Thelma Gene Stephens.
Oblon- Estes D. Cunningham,

Ronnie D. Gunnels, Vickie
Hulistutter,(summit Cum laude),
Barbara Ann Hunter, Frantic
A. Hurt, Billy Gehe Lane,Geraldine EL McDavid (lemma cum
laude), Gladys Watson Pardue,
(sumrna cum laude), James Worley, Marcia K. yarbrot.gh.
South Fulton- Deborah Lynn
Beard, George Thomas Cannon,
Janet Kaye Curtis, Ellin C.
Stellate B. 0011611111
Fields,
Patricia
(11=11111 cum laude),
E. Holiday, LoneUen Jamiscm
(amnia cum laude), Martha
Lace Nell (summa turn laude),
Christina McKinney, Beatrice
Owen (sumina cum laude) Charles F. Pennington, Oraa Charles Walker, Paula Kay Whillock.
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Insulated Underwear
from __ $2.49
Insulated Boots
(Mens)
$3.88
from
Mens - Womens
GOLF SHOES
from _ $4.99
Insulated Pants
$3.88
Rod and Reel
Reg. $20.00
$9.99
Many other items too
numerous to Mention
WE
BUY - SELL. TRADE
Shotguns, Pistols
and Rifles

Fabulous Cosmetic Discounts
Cleansing Cream
8-ounce $3.25 Value'
Penetrating Cleanser
10-ounce $3 Value!

Intimate

Skin Freshener
10-ounce $3 Value!

3PRAY MIST
Fabulous cologne in
special 2-oz. size!

ultra brite

ULTRA BRITE
TOOTHPASTE

Leader Sporting ,
Goods

Intimate
Moisture Wien

itanuin

GUARANTEED NOT
TO BREAK

Temco Tractor Parts Co.
111 B'way South Fulton

59(
REGULARLY

LARGE

PLOW SHARES
DISC BLADES
Oakshire Place
Route 3
Union City.
Tennessee

Helena
Rubinstein

ODDS AND ENDS
S-A-L-E

STOCK UP NOW!

e dignity

NOW 5.00
-Limited Time
, Only

479-2225

feleessaila*

Special I41-ounce.sito
for special savingsl

VO5
SHAMPOO

69c

itvLoN
xrion.

REGULARLY $109

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG COMPANY
FREE DELIVERY

PHONE 479 2262

SO FULTON TENN.

Sk

DRAFT LOTTERY.RESULTS: The lower the number
next to your birthdate, the better the chance of being
selected for the draft.

Hubbard Says Illegitimate
Child Bill Gains Support
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 10 — Sen. Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield Saturday said his bill that
would deny state aid to a woman for her third
or any subsequent illecitimate child is picking
up considerable suppnrt.
0-e endorsement, he said, came by telegr
from the Mayfield Chamber of Comm ie.
hider the bill; state aid would be legal for
the first two illegitimate children.
The measure also provides for termination,
of parental rights for mothers in such instances
as covered by the law.
The children would become wards of the
crate to be cared for as provided by law, according to the bill.
A similar bill got nowhere in the House in
1968. It provoked a volley of objections to
"treating one illegitimate child differently from
others."
..40,ther bills by area legislators during the

306
169
251
215
101
224
306
199
194
325
329

13
277
2$4
2411

closing hours of the first week of the General
Assembly included:
—Sen. Tom Garrett of Paducah, a bill to
give County Court clerks, Circuit Court clerks,
sheriffs and county attorneys raises from 59,600 to $14,000.
—Sen. Carl Hadden, Elkton, a bill to deny a
license to any hospital of 100 beds or more
unless a doctor, intern or resident physician is
on duty at all times.

1
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
II.

AUGUST
142
III 12
. 45 .13. 307
19$
261 14.
145 16.. ....102
44
16
164
114 17
141
11
148
311
48 19
344
104 20
291
21 21
324

7
•
•
10
I I

23
67
303
289
$5
270
217
193

22.....339
23. . „tie
24.... . 36
25......254
245
26
352
27
167
28
61
29..
333
30
31...... II

SAPTEMIER
155
11
242
12
175
13
1
14
16.. .113
16......207
255
17
246
II
177
I9
63
20

—Hubbard, a bill to reduce from 30 to 20
the number of years a member of the state
wlice must have as a service credit before
declaring his normal retirement date.
—Sen. Bill Sullivan, Henderson, a bill to take
'Crittenden County from the Fourth Judicial
District and place it in the Fifth along with
Webster and Union, and to tithe Henderson
from the Fifth District and make it a separate
Circuit Court district. The action would leave
Hopkins and Caldwell in the Fourth District.

24..
2111-26.
27. .
24
29
30
31

122
213
317
323
136
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A one-man exhibit of drawings
by Indiana artist Robert Osborne, will remain on display
through Saturday, in the Paducah Art Guild Gallery at Second
and Broadway.
Osborne Is well known in the
tri-state area for his figure paintings and portraits. He is recognited for his work as a stainedglass designer and muralist.
Working in ways which recall
the Renaissance Artist, Osborne
makes many preliminary drawings from life before he begins
an oil painting. TheePaducah
exhibit is composed entirely of
figure and portrait drawings by
Osborne.
Most of the drawings are completely linear in style and technique. One of the Most demanding of all working methods. line

drawing requires a sensitive and
perceptive vision. No manipulation or shading canwid the artist to compromise or cover his
possible lack of "inner vision."
The Osborne line drawings show
his complete assurance as an
artist.
The exhibit contains no work
in color, and none of the drawings are done with charcoal or
crayon. Little tonal shading or
modeling is used.
The gallery is open Sunday
from 1-5 p.m. and Tuesday
through Saturday from 12-4 p.m.

Head
C it. Jones
Fulton Country Club—C. D.
FULTON. Ky.,
Jones has been named president
of the Fulton Country Club fa
1970 by the board of directors
He succeeds Wendal Butts M
president.
Other cfficers elected include:
James T. Nanney, vice press
dent; Mrs. Tom Westphelini
secretary, and Mrs. Guy Hale oi
Hickman, treasurer.
Lynn Newton was named pro
and club manager for the comint
year.

ACTING WARDEN NAMED
DISCOVERY!
A correctional officer of the
Department of Corrections with In 1519 the Aztec capital
the grade of captain. W. C. of Tenochititlan on the site Of
Herndon, 54, a native of Cobb, present-day Mexico City hadan
Caldwell County, hasbeennarn- estimated population of 300,ed acting associate warden for 000 -- larger than the contemcustody at Kentucky State Pen- porary London of Henry
itentiary, Eddyville, Herndon reports the National Geographic
replases K.C. Clapp who re- Society's new book, DISCOVEOsigned to return to his home ING MAN'S PAST IN THE
AMERICAS.
in the northwest.
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2......125
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11
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203
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185
20

21.... 166
22.. 9
112
23
230
24
132
26
309
26
47
27
281
25
.
29 . 99.r
174
30

Savings Accounts
Certificates of Deposit
(New Maximum Bates Allowed by the Federal Reserve System)

11' LAMENT: One thing that
gets me is these talk shows where
every participant is smoking
furiously arid drinking coffee
like it was going out of style.
Aren't there any nonsmokers
a%ailable for these discussion
pr ograms? — R. E. Blackburn.
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17 Sharpenings
Possible
CHICAGO—The standard seven-inch pencil can be sharpened
17 times before It becomes too
short for further use, a leading
pencil maker says.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky
65% POLYESTER-35% RAYON
• REGULAR
•SHORT
• TALL

SHARKSKINS—FANCY WEAVES
RICHLY LINED—NEWEST STYLES
TAILORED FOR PERFECT FIT
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Incredible inflation-beating low price on handsome all-season suits! Polyester/ rayon blend
looks and feels like firm-finished all wool worsted..sheds wrinkles, holds its shape & crease.

Ballard
7! Puttee County
▪
BALLARD
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:student body
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Girl's

TrwarrEa COATS

3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
—Compound Your Interest (3 months and 6 months)
YOU MAYt—Credit It To Your Checking Account
—Receive It By Check
(Mum= Certificate Amount Is $500.00)

on Passbook
Savings accounts

0

(Compounded Semi-Annually)

;

fora
Winning
Look,
try
a Spectator, Sport!
Fashion's the game and if you play to win, try
something spectator
cause it's nothing Short Of
spectacular with all the pull-together looks you're
sporting this season Here, S'clifferent-ballgerne
kind of spectator
strapped, buckled, perfed fore
and aft, in bi-toned high -shine leather uppers On
the new, higher woodsy heel, of course Gold/Blue,
Burnt Beech/Nu White.

Ladies

DRESSES
Val. To $13.00
$3.00 to $11.00

Reg. & Bell Bottom
Corduroy & Printed
Patterns.

Val. To $21.00
$3.00 to $12.-00
Clearance of all

girls
flannel and knit
Gowns and Pajamas
Val. up To $3.00 for

One Lot Of
Children's Corduroy
Slacks.
CLEARANCE

Men's
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Reg. 61.99

Reg.$1.99
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Head

South Fulton Divides
filth Gleason Bulldogs

Club

-C D
ned president
itry Club tut
of directors
wild Butts

us he dismissed the suit of six
prisoners who sought to enjoin
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration trom
RALEIGH, N.C.
-- A sending any more monkeys into
federal judge ruled monkeys space.
don't have constitutional rights
Judge Algernon Butler of U.S.

Monkeys'
Rights Denied

s

28, 1970 and Goes ihru
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1970
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Reserve The Right To
Limit. We Redeem U. S. D. A. Food
Stamps
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Bombers 66
Pilots 46

By B&PW Club
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ool worcrease.
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U. S. INSPECTED

Coupon

LB.

LB.
FRESH

SACRAMENTO

HAMBURGER LB• 490
5
190 MEAT PIES . $1
OGROUND

For

RACKERS
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c
FR
L
CHILI3 $l RO A Si'
liolB , CON.
CHEER
'

MORTON'S

8-oz
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Cr,i4s
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. co

CHUCK
U

BABY FOOD

3roR29,

90
LB.59
69t

Boston Butt
PORK ROAST
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LB.

.

LB.

5
'
9

LB.

69t

C 7,49 sTE K PORK 69c
SNOWDRIFTT 3 LB.

FLOUR

SPARE RIBS
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29C

JOWLS I.B.39

FRUIT COCKTAIL 430
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New President
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HICKMAN, Ky.-Center John CLINTON,
Ky.-The Hickman
1
Fulford and forward Ronnie County
N KSHCLIDAY
Falcons breezed to a 68BRAND4
Yates teamed for 39 points to 50 victory over
the Fulton City
ead the second-ranked Ballard Bulldogs
, Friday night.
%modal Bombers over the host The Falcons
Bottle
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County Pilots, 66-46, Fri- 11-7
at the end of the first guarlay night.
ter and never trailed. Hickman
,
The Bombers played without County
HORMEL
gradually pulled away
CHUCK
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er who have been temporarily
U. S. CHOICE
Robert McKendree paced the
suspended from the team.
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Falcons with 15 points and 11
First Cut
Ballard fell behind in the early
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going and trailed by four points
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was high
Fulton City with
at the end of the first quarter. 11 markersfor
.
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ARMOUR STAR
The Bombers came back in the
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second period and moved ahead attempts from the
Sliced Rindle12
ss_ 0z
field for 29.6
by one, 28-27, at the intermis7-02, PKGS.
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sinus break,
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Fulton city,
guide Ballard to a slim 43-33 ad- 48_34.
vantage after three periods of
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Fulton City is winless in nine
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quarter to coast to the
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of the Bible Church.
men's Missionary Society, Most

theological colleges in England
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Judge Butler said the suit was
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STILLWELL

In CAW°

SWEET POTATOES

6 for $1.00

COCOANUT, APPLE .4 PEACH

PIES

Morton _ _ _

lb.

KRAUT

Quart

head

PEANUT BUTTER

3 lb.

par

PUREX

U. S. NO, 1 RED 10. LB. BAG

GAL. JUG

_ 3 for

S1.00•--.1.0%
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JUMBO

PILGRIM FARM

LIBERTY COUPON
Maxwell House or Folgers
COFFEE
lb. 49c
With Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Excluding Cigarettes and Milk
products.
Void after Feb. 3, 1970

'
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-- .............-.....sar .
- or.
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LIBERTY COUPON
......-- III;

•.

LIBERTY COUPON
House Instant
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WITH
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Maxwell

COFFEE
30

is oiler good
ONLY AT LIBERTY
/
Void after Feb. 3, 1970

jar __ $1.39
10ox. JAR

WITH THIS COUPON
COUPON WORTH 30c

'Void afitoir Feb. 3, 1970
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Two Post Offices
Are Burglarized;
Damage Extensive

Fulton, K:

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

COLUMBUS, Ky.,
—The U.S. Post Office here was
robbed Saturday morning by two safe crackers who, authorities
believe, committed a similar burglary in nearby Arlington the
previous night.
State police detective Joe Hill said an explosive that was
set off failed to open the post office safe. Only $66 worth of
stamped envelopes were taken, the detective said.
Hickman deputy sheriff Leroy Edwards, who lives in a
7 trailer near the post office, was awakened by the explosion
about 4 a.m. Edwards fired several shots at one of the two
men as he ran from the post office to a car, the detective said.
Hill said the post office was entered through a rear door.
The detective speculated there was a link between the
break-in and the one early Friday morning at Arlington. Arlington is about eight miles from Columbus in Carlisle County.
The Arlington Post Office was extensively damaged when
its safe was blown open by a large explosive charge, but only
a small amount of casn ria4 stamps was reported taken.
Damage to the building was placed at between $2,500 and
21000 and the blast reportedly rattled windows in the town.
Hill said the burglars apparently had decided they had
used too much explosive on the Arlington safe and so they used
too little on the one in Columbus. The explosion, he said, only
blew a hole in the safe's door.
Hill and postal inspector D. T. Barks are conducting the investigation.
FIRE WARNING: Smoking
in bed and overloaded electrical
circuits continue to cause serious
fires. Being careful will help
avoid many home fires, the
Allstate Safety Crusade says. It
also urges insurance to v.alue,
to make sure you have coverage
to replace any losses

Chill And Grill
Remains Padlocked

The permit to sell beer at the
Chill and Grill night spot on the
Hickman highway and the Old
Lake Road was revoked Thursday afternoon by the unanimous
vote of the Obion County Beer
Board, following hearings conducted in the circuit courtrooen
the courthouse.
Easiest terms in tow of The
club previously had been
padlocked by order
temporarily
/Paint, Artist Suppliest of Circuit Court
Judge Phil Harris.
Voting to revoke the license of
the Club were Boer Board memBlake%iliont here .1. L Hatchett, Billyand
4Lai
itiA"
Ed
more, Robert Barnes
also •
Carver,
Halley. Jones
member, was sick and did not
attend.
In calling for a motion, board
chairman Hatchett summed up
testimony from six witnesses by
saying that they (the witnesses)
had convinced him that the night•
spot had stayed open past the 12
o'clock closing hour, that whisky
had been sold and that gambling
had taken place.
"All of theee offenses violate
state law and I believe we have
heard enough to revoke the beer
license of the Chill and Grill,"
Mr. Hatched said.
Testifying at the brief hearing
Discount Prices
were Willard King, Frank Ray,
Damon Dial, State Highway PaWe buy-sell-trade and
trol Sergeant Tom Kilpatrick,
Trooper W. C. Tate and Robert
Repair
Crackle fir.
In addition, there were a numALL KINDS OF
ber of other residents of Meares
present for the hearing.
GUNS
According to Mr. Hatchett,
,
Walter B. Craddock Jr., owner
of the Chill and Grill, may appeal the Beer Board's decision
the circuit court if he wishes.
to
Gun shop, Sport Center
However, it was Circuit Judge
Harris who granted the temCarnell Wilson,
porary Injunction to padlock the
Owner
r club on Friday, Dec. 9.

Style Perfect

CARPET

Sherwin - Williamst
r

4HUNTING COATS
Suits, Boots
NEW! ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

BROADWAY

In Dollars and Cents?
Who would take care of the children --T
Who would do the cooking,-Ironing, Washing

.

1
l

ee., etc., etc. If she were no longer there? Prudential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance ComPany
Phone 472-2562
Oralinft

Reports From Washington

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

DERBY

Personal
Tour Guide
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NOW -PAYING

MAXIMUM LEGAL RATES ALLOWED
24- Months Certificates Of Deposits
53/4%On(Single
Maturity "NOT" Automatically renewable)

Hair Dryer
Fights Cold

2% On 12 Months Certificates Of Deposits
1
5/
(Single Maturity "NOT" Automatically renewable)

DON'T WAIT TILL
THE LAST

"12 Mo. and 24 Mo. Certificates of Deposits must be redeemed at maturity but

KNIGHT

customer may invest in a "New Certificate" at time of maturity."

With Your

INCOME
TAX

FULTON BANK NOW PAYING

3 mo. and 6 mo. Certificates of Deposits — Compounded Daily "and"
Automatically Renewable

TIDWELL'S

BOTH

Avoid the last minute rush.
Let BLOCK slay your income tax dragons. We're
quick, convenient, and we
guarantee our accuracy.
Don't put off till tomorrow
what you con do toknight.

ED JONES

Board Revokes Scholarship
Beer License Hike Sought

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

l

form musical groups, enjoy
open houses with visitors, and
produce handicrafts to sell.
With the grant, the hospital
the
across
Newspapers
Nation some years ago head- was able to hire more perlined a serious riot in the max- sonnel, buy needed equipment
imum security unit at Rusk and supplies, and start an entire
State Hospital in Texas. Hope- new program of treatment and
less and embittered, a group of rehabilitation.
"criminally insane" patients
Most patients responded to
Pined control of a ward and
hospital the change with an immediate
several
Injured
reaching out for help, says Dr.
workers.
Connolly; and all but a few of
Finally, the riot was ended. the most withdrawn patients are
But for years after, the patients helped by the program.
simply "warehoused."
were
The endless bench-sitting in
"Their only treatment was time
therapy," says Dr. Arch M. despair has given way to indiviConnolly, the hospital's superin- dualized psychiatric treatment
tendent. "They spent all their and action: educational classes,
sports, games, and interesting
time sitting on benches."
and useful shop and other work
These were men without
opportunities.
hope: 350 male sociopaths,
Criminal offenders from all
chronic
schizophrenics, and
mental patients committed for over the State who are comHardy Graham of One City; Dr. Archie R. Dyke., MU
TO DOOMSSCHOLARSHIPS— The Development Committee
acts of violence su,h as murder mitted to mental hospital care
hanrellor; Dr. Edward J. Boling of Knoxville, U-T
of the University of Tennessee at Martin met on the campus
are sent to the Rusk Hospital
president-elect; Dave Shatz and F.G. Cavin, Jr., comand set an immediate goal of $75,000 in an effort to double
and rape.
scholarships and awards for deserving students to further
mittee chairman, both of Union mi.
But help was found for these magimum security unit at the
their education. Among those attending were: From left,
hopeless; and today Rusk State rate of about 100 per year.
Hospital is making happier Under the new treatment and
course, is to encourage further news. Dr. Connolly says that a rehabilitation program, the rate
migration to the cities.
has of discharge has been stepped
change
tremendous
The urban centers are over- occurred in the unit because of ,up to some 100 per year.
crowded because moetindustries a new program, begun in 1966, • "These are men who can be
are located there, and that is of treatment and rehabilitation
safely discharged as a result of
where the industrial jobs are.
supported by a mental hospital the better and more active
Most government installations improvement grant from the therapy and rehabilitation activare also located in or near the National Institute of Mental ities we have been able to insti8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE
cities, and that is where the Health.
tute," Dr. Connolly says. "We
concentrated effort diA
government jobs are. And, of
Stories in Texas papers have are preparing those who are
rected toward increasing
course, people go where the Jobs noted that patients in the same able to respond to such a proscholarships and awards to enare.
maximum scebrity unit now gram for the day when they
What we must do is to reverse repair toys for underprivileged will be capable of leading
able deserving students to atthe trend. We must induce peo- children, sponsor barbecues, normal lives outside."
tend the University of Tennesple to move out of the cities and
see at Martin has been adopted
into the rural areas. We must
by the UTM Development ComUnless our recent population cent of our people oecopy the seek to arrive at a population
mittee, meeting on the UTM
trends are reversed, this coun- remaining ninety-eight pr cent balance, we must do this not
campus.
Fresh Caught .Fish
only to prevent the cities from
In an effort to double,pcholar- try could be in for some real of our land.
Many of our nation's major exploding, but to prevent the
Hush Pupplos, Slaw
ship aid offered forlstudents problems In the not too distant
this
to
traced
be
large
U,
can
War
After-World
future.
problems
Tarter Sauce
small towns from drying up.
who expect to enroll or are alto shut in population patterns. For
How can we reverse the trend?
ready attending U-T at Martin, numbers of our people began
French Fries
cities. The example, Former Secretary of
inrural
encourage
can
We
the committee set the immediate migrate toward the
Agriculture Orville Freeman
with
perhaps
dustrialization,
goal of $75,000 with the expec- rate of this migration has been
that poverty and welfare,
for industries
tation that it would be reached tremendous, and the problems feels
violence, unemployment, crime tax incentives
of the cities.
by May 2. F.G. 'Moe' Cavin which have resulted are alarmstreets, housing and health which move out
the
In
ing.
tourism; we
promote
can
We
Jr. of (MIMI City, chairman of
"could be linked to a
problems
War,
World
Second
the
Since
Comcan encourage agriculture; we
the UTM Development
migration from rural America
can improve education and recmittee, presented the proposal more than twenty million persons
committee have left rural America for the that resulted In too many peo- reation in rural areas; and we
executive
as an
little space."
too
on
popPie
farm
our
1940,
In
cities.
recommendation.
can provide for the renewal of
Some psychologists tell us
indicated that ulation was over thirty-and-aas central
Mr. Cavin
a human beingbecomes rural facilities such
of need at U-T half million, but at last count that when
sysother areas
he is likely to ex- water and waste disposal
crowded
too
5 to 12 p. m.
remainmillion
ten
barely
0960
accoMplishMartin that can be
tems.
concerted ap- ed on the farm. This decrease irz° perience psychological turmoil.
today
know
we
ed through a
America
The
All you can eat
turthat
then
surprising
It
Is
oh
living
people
of
number
the
are immediate gifts
proach
when more than is far different from the Amerresults
bulence
of
spite
Children
in
75c
occurred
has
farms
deferred
and
knew thirty pears ago.
and continuing
two-thirds of our people are ica we
gifts. Reinforcing the urgency a growth ill our total population
Unless we take steps to reverse
centers?
urban
air
in
living
in
persons
million
fifty-five
of
for financial aid to students.
our migratory trends, in another
On the other hand, small town
the same period of time.
thirty years our country will have
Dr. Jack Mays, UTM's vice
Our population has shifted so merchants all across the coun- Passed beyond recognition.
for development,
RESTAURANT
chancellor
per try are finding fewer and fewsaid there is a great need for drastically that seventy-two
Yulton, Ky.
their wares.
buy
to
people
on
live
er
now
people
our
of
cent
well
HIGHWAY PEST
larger scholarships as
MAGGIE LEE
our Small town industries are hav- The driver I
THE PERCUSSIONS
as for additional scholarships. tees than two per cent of
would lareicitiarraiWn
to
people
finding
difficulty
ing
literally
are
cities
Our
land.
Stressing the need for providEVERY THURSDAY MITE
Zooms past then slows right
man their madhines in many
ing a wide variety of educational bursting at the seams, while
down. — Brent Stark.
result of this, of
opportunities for young Peoole the remaining twenty-eight per areas. The
(>410.KNEMEN)
1.11.041.1.414MPOi....04.1.141.4MIN NMI•11•1=111.0..M..04M1110411/11.
?MIK
Archie R.
of the area, Dr.
Dykes, chancellor of U-T Martin, said the more than $300,000,500 expansion le industry
in Northwest Tennessee since
1961 and the technological ad— This I
JACKSON, Wyo.
vances in manufacturing processes point up the continuing summer, visitors to Grand Ten eed for better trained ton, Great Smoky, Glacier an
individuals. Dr. Dykes said the
development of Northwest Ten- Rocky Mountain national parks
nessee and development at the and to federally protected Banff
at
University of Tennessee
and Jasper parks in Cnaada, Martin go hand in hand. The recan take taped guided tours.
program
degree
cently approved
in engineering technology and
the associate of arts program
Tourists can get slip-in, prerei to resitsin nursing preparty
are corded tape cassettes at these
tared nurse cer cation
's efforts parks, and rent equipment to
two examples of
to help meet the needs or the play thesis,
Placed in the family
area.
Presently a survey of needs car, the voice on the cassette
at U-T Martin, Dr. Norman Feints out rights not to be
Campbell, vice chancellor of
academic affairs, said addi- missed and provides Inform/1
'Lionel support above that fur- Ron about natural history, hunished by taxes and student man history, wildlife, park fad/.
fees is needed from the private
and moral Ries, etc.
sector. Financial
support Is needed for faculty,
students and facilities.
Edward J. Boling,
Dr.
president-elect and vice president for development and administration of U-T,
spoke
— That
briefly on U-T In the 1970's and BOONE, N.C.
the changing patterns of edu- prized possession of most beaucation that would characterize ty conscious women, the electric
this decade. He said that the hair dryer, was pressed into exuniversity must be more con- tra duty by coeds suffering
cerned with the individual and
bitter cold snap in
with the problems of society. through the
"We have to think more in the South.
terms of education for people
When room heaters in a dorof all backgrounds; we must
think more of educating people mitory proved unable to match
than of Just granting degrees," the biting cold some Coeds at
Appalachian State University
he said.
Members of the UTM Develop- met the problem by donning
ment Committee are F.G. warm clothing, getting into bed
CavIn Jr. (chairman), Hardy and using their hair dryers to
%
Graham and Dave Shatz of
011
pump warm air under the covUnion City; Henry 0. Coats of
Hadley of ers.
Collierville; Jim
Humboldt; Burrell Jernigan of
Dyersburg; Lyle Putnam of
Congressman
Trenton;
Ed
Jones of Yorkville; Gil Parker
of Tiptonville; John Murphy of
Jo kace; Rich Carothers of
Paris; George Thomas
of
Dresden; Mayor Cliff Weldon,
David Murphy and Murray Fussell of Martin.
HELP FOR THE
HOPELESS

FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LI FE

Plumbing Service 4 1/2 on Pass Book Savings Accounts
479-2430
.
1
Beginning with effective date Janu ary 21, 1970 Compounded Daily and
-....mmecommeimmeeeeeoc;Is I
Paid Semi-Annually.

UP

GUARANTIP
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return
If we make any errors that cost you ony penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest.

Po'lue 6( LOBBY!

America's Largest Tax Sonike with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

4 Tanner Court
Frankfort

(502)
223-0496

Frankfort. Ky. 40601
PHONE

Boidwoll
(502) 628-5490
629-5423
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A&P ATTACKS RISING
COST OF LIVING

by LIINIIIII1C.11 U. 141.1f1h, M.O.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
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start an entire
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ram.
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nd interesting
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Today I'd like to clear up two of sitting around.
You can lose ten pounds in the
nusunderstandings about exercise
and weight control. Some people next year if you will just add to
(eel a great deal of time and ef- your present activity a one mile
fort is necessary to "use up walk each day, providing, of
enough calories" to take off course, you keep your food intake
pounds or keep your weight from and other physical activity the
same.
increasing.
As for exercise increasing your
The other misbelief is that exercise will increase your appetite appetite a lean person in good
enough to increase, not decrease, condition may eat more after activity but the exercise probably
your weight.
Neither of these assumptions is will burn up the extra calories
he consumes. But the obese pertrue.
For example, it's been esti- son, the really fat person, will
mated that a women would need probably not increase his appeto eat only 96 calories a day more tite unless he really exercises to
than she needs for energy to gain excess. Such people can definitely
50 pounds from the time of-her lose weight by increasing exerthird child five years later. But cise. A half hour of jogging uses
if she had added only 25 minutes up 450 calories. Here are some
of brisk walking to her daily ac- typical calorie expenditures for a
tivities, she would not have gain- 150 pound person in various activities:
ed weight.
Adult Man
CALORIES
PER HOUR
An average adult man will ACTIVITY
120
burn up from 2,400 to 4,500 cal- Driving an auto
180
ories per day depending upon Domestic work
220
Gardening
I
When
how much he exercises.
210
2 mph)
/
was with the army we knew that Bicycling (51
210
2 mph)
1
soldiers in the field could use up Walking 12/
250
Golf
Laborers
day.
a
6,000 calories
250
and athletes are in this class, too. Lawn mowing (power)
270
So it all depends on how active Lawn mowing (hand)
270
you are whether you will gain Bowling
350
weight because of what you eat. Square dancing
360
Or, to put it another way, you Table tennis
600
can enjoy more food if you will Skiing00 mph)
900
just get up and get active instead Runninig (10 mph)

Training Center
For Retarded
Being Proposed
The estabUshment of a vocational training center for retarded and handicapped children and
adults is the goal ot many Obion
Countians and on hand to outline
the program for thembers of the
City Council Tuesday night was
Jame! Nasty.
Mr. Neely, president Cd the
°Moe County Association for Retarded Children, told councilmen
that his group hopes to set up a
center similar to the corn which
las been estabitsbed IA Dyersburg.
According to Mt. Neely, such

•

a center can be estabilethed Iii
Union City with the state providing 70 per cent of the funds
with the remaining 30 per cent
to be provided locally.
Mr. Neely asked the city to
consider providing some a the
necessary local hands. The request was taken under advisement.
According to Mr. Neely $10,000
In local funds was required daring the firth year of operation
of the Dyersburg center and about
$5,000 a year has been required
since that time. He said the
facility Is staffed by four scats
Instructors who have set up programs of training in keeping
wtth the mental and physical
handicaps with which they are
working.
Mr. Neely said the group is
considering a building at EverettStewart Airport for the local
center.

CHECK&COMPARE THESE LOW PRICES

SUPER—RIGHT
FULLY COOKED

SUPER-RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF —'

SEMI-BONELESS
12-16 LB.

HAMS

STEAK SALE!

id*

WHOLE OR
HALF

ROUND
Lb.790
Chops
Pork
Country
ib.98C
2 Lb. Pkg. $1.45
1-Lb. Pkg.750
PorkRightSausage
(2-Lb. $1.15) 1-Lb. Pkg590
01
Pork Sausage
Beef Roast
Treat

T-BONE

SIRLOIN

ibf$128

ib.$118--

Boneless

Super

Heel

Store Sliced

Breakfast
Bacon
Super Righ
Skinless
Franks12°'"g•
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole
Breast"'
Fresh Chicken
Parts
Lb
Whole Legs

Round

-4:*, JANE PARKER
"THORO-BLEND"

WHITE
BREAD
Wagon Wheel

Flaky Biscuits
Golden Rise Orange

Danish Rolls

Saltines
Wllcing

13.1 .Aioaamir
654T
•• • .!•••
or •••• •• •• •

C

D

Good Only At ALP Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., Jan. 31
IlegUlat Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

SOUP SALE!

SEW
PEPSODENT
Some girls wonder why life is dull.
Dates, movies, discotheques, football games,
operas. Great!
But what's it all mean? Where's the depth? The
fact is, a life without purpose is meaningless.
A woman in the Air Force has purpose. Career.
Prestige. Space-age adventure plus a sure-fire social
life. 'Cause the Aerospace Team is alive with intiptesting, cultured, educated, worldly people.
Why stop living before you get a halfway start?

Contact your local Air Force Recruiter.
MGT. JOE C. AINNER
SjOT. BENNIE_ W. SAMS
CENTURY BULLING
17 & BROADWAY
PADUCAH, KY.
442-2426

5 On. Tube
With This Coupon
Good Only At ALP Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat.. Jan. 31
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

59

TOOTHBRUSHES
$100
FOR 111
SAVE $1.07

49C

•
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Treasure Chest BONANZA
(No Obligation, Nothing to Buy) Our
Treasure Chest is filled with 50 wonderful prizes. One may be yours! Come in,
pick out a key and try the lock
if it
works the gift inside is yours. Come in
now . . . Only 1,000 keys available and
they'll go fast!

BESTTIRE BUY

Mr. Holt and the entire staff, cordially invites you
and your family to our gala Grand Opening. Our
new ultra-modern shopping center offers you the
finest in tires, batteries, auto service & accessories
.appliances, TV's, stereos and home & sports ac- LAWRENCE HOLT
cessories.
MANAGER
Stop in today ...join in the fun ...check the values!

IN IT'S PRICE RANGE

4 PLY
NYLON
CORD

SAVE*1420 TO ono ON A SET

4
6 .7irtum
iiim.c1M
IE
COMM MEAD

Cheek year WasWitkowski* or Itiockwolis

PLO

,2545

PEJO

TREADS 'Retreads on sound tire hi.,

IILACKWALLS or WHITEWALLS

Pan

PICK YOUR SIZE...
CHECK THE LOW PRICE!

OLIO

WI
51110

E78.14 tuberose blacken!!
plus $2.41 Fed. Ex. To
and old tire. WhItoroll
•
tuberous $3.25

Li

NEW

Inn

"Safety All-Weather Z"

WHITE SALE
NOW ONLY...

CREDIT MGR.

GOODpYEAR'

•

REGULAR 88740A SET

PAUL HOUSE

5*10

FOIr
COMPACTS

ULM

USE OU
EASY PAY

PlIe

latal

Pan

5*10

PICK-UP,PANEL and CAMPER TRUCK OWNERS!

••••••

FOR MIDDLE
SIZE CARS

This
Compact
Standard
Big Cars

AO slew raim_Or oak AIN*/ NOM

FOR
LARGER
,SIZE CARS

flee FAT.
eler Tn.
ae Mae
11.001
41.'1 111.41

:L11 1"'
71.10

75x141

Ia
IN
IN WM

3 bAYS ONLY
tem Mar Blitz &amity VW

ALL OTHER
SIZES

P
P
‘2./3

HeM

GOODIPEAR

IS.
4
911

' 'Tubeless or tube type
eSame type road gripping tread design that comes
on flaw car "POWER CUSHION" bias ply tires.
.

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN

•Tom* Ten,.Innen klebliderkvii
lomi
•Uwe Odle tinPfelppells Ale die. Ind
(Melee In Snel-lenee -Win or elenk

Take your

Strong 6d tough
to take truck
work In stride

SIZE

TYPE

CACII
MICE'

2 TIRE
PRICE'

4 Tilt
PURE'

FULEY.TAX
PEI TUE

.
o.70X115

BUILT TO LAST.PRICED
TO SEll FAST!

6.70 x15 TubetYPe 20.05
7.00 x13 Tiebsse. 18.95
7.00 x14 Tit 20_95

19.95 19.15

$2.42

18.15 17.45

$2.34

19.95 19.15

$2.64

tire -tire for tire

GOOD/PEAR

6.50 x 13
brachiall
tubeless
plus $1.79
Fed Ex. Telt
and old Um

0.•

Size

With Whistle
for Instant Coffee or Tea

Slackers

Plus
Fad. Ex. Tax
nd old tire

::alg

$23.05

4"16

::54I- 11

$25-25 '

43:27
3

9.00-15

$30.35

$2.83

-

rubber for
durability in the body...
long milalage in the rived
•More than 8,000 gripping
edges give traction...
rain or shine
•Modern wrap-around tread
for stable steering control
In the turns •

Dual - Up NOW for Spring!
Check our Low Prices
on FARM REARS

•Tuisyn

Sas our EASY PAY PLAN...REE MOURN! I

TOP QUALITY FEATURES...
LOW,LOW PRICE I
TRIPLE RIB

Veer best hey le the
'mow price doss I

TRACTOR
TIRE

011 9554n.pv,
961 Fed.
Ex. Tax

•New Rugged Rim Shield •Deurp wide Cento
protects lower sidewell
for easy steering

"MARATHON"

10

GOOD/WAR

R/S FRONT

003(161

*Plus tax and recappa ble

I OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOO

Buy Now and Use Our
Easy Pay Plan!

TELEPHONE 472-1000

rib

'Exclusive tripletempered nylon cord

GOODAEAR
HIGH FLOTATION
FARM SERVICE TIRES
Extra-wide
farm wagon tires
An v site
-Awe
In‘% puke!

8.5L-14,6PR
9.5L-14,6PR
9.5L-15,6PR
Ptus $1.15 to $1.37 Fad. Ea, Tax
(depeeding so alza) sae all We

$1
•Easy rolling straight rib-type
1795
tread reduces side slips
•Triple-tempered nylon cord tor
greater strength a durability

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!

100 WEST STATE LINE
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Trained expel
wheels, add
Clean, inspec
, ings. Align fi
and toe-in. R

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

OIL CH
LUBRII
Our car care e:
your car run
bring your car
lpw price offe
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PENNING
REGISTER TODAY FOR A

FREE TELEVISION SET

L HOUSE

MALLS

5949

I design that cornets 4' bias ply tires.
AY PLAN

GO0
11i
fEA
SERVICE•STORE

ig straight rib-typo
ces aide slips
pered nylon cord for
ength & durability

PLAN!

No obligation to buy; you do net have to be present
to win!

ENGIN
TUNE-UP

BRAKEANDALIGNMENT
SPEC1 95

1141011
4N

-%/

80-

11=Xle.

Az*

Pr:ces for U.S.
autos plus parts.
Add $2 for torsion
bars. Add $2
it disassembly
and reassembly
of self-adjusting
brakes is needed.

Trained experts will adjust brakes on all four
wheels, add brake fluid if needed and test.
Clean, inspect and repack front wheel bearings. Align front end, correct camber, caster
and toe-in. Rotate all four wheels.

regular

now only...

WI•

This Week Only...

Compact Cars $9.95— Reg.$12.69
Standard Cars $10.50 — Reg.;13.95
Big Cars $12.50 — Reg.$14.69

spEcilli

AT GOODYEAR
this week only..

•••••••
•

SAVE NOW!

any U.S. 6 cyl. auto.
Parts extra if needed.
8 cyl. U.S. auto 881E4
Parts extra if needed.
Add 2 for air
conditioned cars.

We,inspect plugs; check and reset timing and points; adjust
carburetor and choke;clean fuel bowl,air filter and battery;
check ignition wires, condenser, distributor, cap, starter,
regulator, generator, fan belt cylinder comp., and battery.

Take your car where the experts are

ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAY PLAN!
10 Point Auto
Safety Check

ON THE FARM SERVICE

For the safety..
Minded Medd

Beres the traveling store. This
truck Is equipped, stocked and
geared to give the fastest on-the-.
latin service you've ever had.

FREE

Exclusive triple.
tampered nylon cord

E A S1.37 rid. EL Tax
ig se slat) sad old We

to 1
- ; given away Saturday, January 31st.

Auto Floor Mat

Brakes,steering. front IPM

via

20

$2

lights, tires & hors, exhale*
washer glass. wipes*,
rors.seat belt&

Earlier to clean snow, slush,
dirt or mud from your car.

Available In black, white.
blue and red.

•FRONT AND
REAR TRACTOR
TIRES
•IMPLEMENT
AND WAGON
TIRES•TRUCK
AND AUTO
TIRES • DUALS.
NEW AND USED
•LIQUID
INFLATION
•RECAPPING
AND REPAIRING

He's as close as your phone!

HIGH QUALITY..."GO-POWER"
Yours today at a Low, Low Price

OIL CRANE C *550
LUBRICATION ,Irsvoil
9
Our car care experts have the "know how" to make
Don't wait...
leer.
your car run smoother and
bring your car,in today and take advantage of this
low price offer!

GOOD EAR
"ALL-WEATHER"
SPECIAL BATTERY
12-Volt

Irs•evis
5W.XI AC-IS, 00.24!
AW-24/ NC. AVC:11/

11611iNir

k.

A low cost battery that offers the
same high quality found in many more
expensive batteries.Dry charged and
packed with power.

Free Installation—fary

!O
Te-

6

Make us
your complete
CAR CARE CENTER
100 WEST STATE LINE

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

FULTON, KENTUCKY

TELEPHONE 472-1000

=2.200:

PUBLIC
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REGISTER TODAY FOR A

GOOD
YEAR
SERVICE STORE

Treasure Chest BONANZA
(No Obligation, Nothing to Buy) Our
Treasure Chest is filled with 50 wonderful prizes. One may be yours! Come in,
pick out a key and try the lock
if it
works the gift inside is yours. Come in
now . .. Only 1.000 keys available and
they'll go fast!

SAT., JAN. 31,'
At the home pl
Mrs. Lula J. S
Central Avenue
Tghthissmi. Ceti
hip* E est of 4
on lionnessint I
Safffhe To Sad
Morepa Electric
NAM Refrigerai
Soraipper, Metal
Lot1Cook ware,
Miiiryig Washer
de'leind, 1 • Li
Eliolux Vac
iat.et Elect.
What
Antiq
Divisor, 1 - Lot
ens; Cedar Ch
Antique Bursa
Mattress, 21"
Antenna - Re
Candle Holders
Glass, 1 - Couc
Wool 'tali, 1 Case, 1 Writin
1 • Antique C
Beim, Singer S
With Book and
Lot Tables - Ri
Stool, 1- 3,000
er 1 • 5,000 BT
Spiral Post I
springs, mattre
Lunch Availabli
Sale - Rain
Many items It
mention. For Mi
Cootact--Mrs.
fEzecutrez) WI
653-6433 (Clint%
Rubert Ainley
Phone 901/822-3
Dukedom, Ten'
Licensed-Bond..
Not.

FREE TELEVISION
to be given away Saturday. January
31st. No obligation to buy: you do not
have to be present to win!

100 West State Line
Fulton, Kentucky
LAWRENCE HOLT, Manager

FREE Sodas For The Kids
GE Personal TV

GE CONTEMPORARY
CONSOLE COLOR
TELEVISION

•Easily portable-1UP'
lbs. of viewing pleasure
•Use In children's playroom,
den, kitchen
•All-channel reception
0237

GE
INSTA-COLOR
TV

WM420BR

GE
ADVENTURER
PORTABLE
! TELEVISION

l

I

•172 square inch picture
area
•Up-front controls for easy
tuning
•Solid state UHF tuner
Polystyrene cabinet has
brown finish

I•
..-:.•

•Automatic fine tuner
control
•Picture and sound alri‘ost
immediately

g

•Feature, UHF slide rule
tuning
•226 square inch viewing area •Pre-set automatic fine
tuning•Crystal-color filter•Convenient control center
•Picture control for crisp or soft picture contrast

•295 square Inch viewing
area ... biggest MTV

GE
BIG SOUND
STEREO

Admission

•Big 9- eczema
(diagonal measurement)

Adults $1.25

$79°

ChiIdree
M014

•The Marquesa in
Mediterranean styling
•AIWFM/Fal Stereo tuner
•Solid State for instant play
•jam-Proof 4-speed changer
•Four speakers—Two tr
A.- and two r
•GE Man-Madelid Diamond
Stylus

•Contemporary styling

GE Porta-Color Television
Set
•150 square inch
viewing area
•VHF "Pre-Setlla
tuning control
•UHF solid state tuner
•Up-front control
•
• canter

$129 $44900 $559 $249 $369

vo42,62cBG
0 it If •ct ,
(Roll-Around stand optional)

GE
VALUE PACKED
AUTOMATIC WASHER

•Permanent-prose
cycle

GE
ELECTRIC DRYER WITH
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

•Big capacity
lint trap

•Filter-flow
system traps lint
and fuzz

•Special
selection for
delicate items
like silk and
synthetics

•Soak cycle
prepares heavily
soiled clothes
WASSOU

•3 Wash cycles... daily
loads, pots and pans,chlha
and crystal
•3 level Thom-Wash
Power Arm.Power
Thrower,Power Shower
•Built-in soft food disposer
•Automatic detergent
dispenser

.$219

Panay
8
A Nate

S4=104

USE

•fat Preen fais
compartmelli
fr
Ica
extra fast

I

• Zero degree
freezer hold/
up to 147 lbg.

"

• Separate tear
perature
controls
for each
section
• Twin
vegetable
bins plus
removable
egg We

•Heavy setting
for hard to dry
clothes

_14900

$309"

GE
SIDE-BY-SIDE
191 CU.1FL
REFRIGERATORFREEZER
•Freezer holds up to rai
pounds
•Big Ice storage tdst
•7-day meat keeper
•Rolls oat anathemas fee
easy cleaning

GE
CHEST-TYPE
EXTRA QUIET
14.8 CU.Ft
FREEZER
•Signal light tells whoa
power to freezer Is OE
•Beautiful while lesimi
finish

$239

•Dependable GB
compressor

$499.

Portable
Pocket Radio

(Automatic ice available)

With
Wringer Plate

Full 7-TransisiolAM Radio

930
Absorbent cellulose sponge
In assorted colors. Easy to
use wringer plate with settoperating spring. 5' handles.

$366
Comes complete with 9-volt
battery and earphone. Black
lanyard carrying strap. BlaCck
cue will% slIve: kis%

Extension
Cord
For indoor or
outdoor use

Nice and(
Frigidai

Stove
I $145.01
1—T

I

Chrome
Breakhu

Suites
$24.50 t

it I

Copper'
Slide in
ELECT

Ruge
$119.51

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN
Sponge
Mop

Sto

GE 14.7 CU.FT.
NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR

•Three wrinkleridding actions
—tumble, fluff
and cool—ideal
for permanent
press items

•Large capacity
to handle family
size loads

William E
Novel

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
MOBIL MAID
DISHWASHER

1 - G.E
Automat]

All Crystal
Kerosene Lamp I

Wasket
$49.50

Gives off a
soft, warm glow
Gold Se

794
Heavy duty multi-purpose
cord ideal to have on hand
for hundreds of uses. 20 feet
long and UL approved.

$100

Hand-blown oilmney.17"tall
with brass control & chimney
holder. For emergency use or
decoration. Import.

Cougolei
9& 12 1

[ALL
APPLI1
GUM

BOODYEAllit SERVICE STORES L
100 WEST STATE LINE

FULTON, KENTUCKY

TELEPHONE 472-1000

ialleastasoirseseTesorsessfiti

PUBLIC SALE
-fMT., JAN. 31, 1970 10:00 a. m.
At the home place of the Late
Mrs. Lula J. Sellars, - 120 WHAT 14 A
-BREAD
Central Avenue, South Fulton,
Tortnesseie. (Central Ave. is on* AAJP oornegurra?
tdoi)t East of 4SE orBroadway A 1.g7tER oF APfRECIATI014
TO 5,0MEONE WHOSE
on .- 15finneswe side).
SMMtg To Settle The Estate slOpiTAUTY YoU 14•Nif
NiJoyE.p.
Nor. Electric Range, Hot kPoirif Refrigerator (full freezer) woulamettoseoznolowe.0%.0%
Senteper, Metal Step Stool, 1 LotVookware, 1 - Lot Dishes,
Atiocdpg Washer, 2 - New Tubs
sithilimd 1 • Lot Kero Lamps,
Elastfrolux Vac Clitaner-Attmt.
Elect. Clock - Lamps,
::Lot What • Hots, Mirror
t.
INCOME TAX returns pre.
11415
.-ire, Antique Low Bey
pared; 35 years experience.
Weiser, 1 - Lot Bedding • LinWilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street,
o* Cedar Chest (lion foot), Phone
472-1547.
Antklue Bureau, 3 4 Spring
Mattress, 21" Zenith TV, TV
Antenna - Rotary, 1 - Lot POSITION WANTFID: qualiCandle Holders, 1 - Lot Wad* fied bookkeeper, stenographer,
Glass, 1 - Couch - Chairs, 9-12 general office clerk. Eleven
Wool Rug, 1 - Lot Old Books - years office emikrience; Z.:rod
Case, 1 - Writing Desk - Chair, rivalificatioçsa. good references.
1 • Antique Dresser - Jewel Box 30 or contact Fulton
Boxes, Singer Sewing Machine News fice.
With Book and Attachments, 1OR RENT, cheap. Large 3
Lot Tables - Rockers, 1-Vani
or 4-bedroom country home 4
Stool, 1 - 3,000 BTU Gas H
or 1 • 5,000 BTU Gas Heater, miles south of Fulton on Union
„City highway. Phone E. B.
Spiral Post Bed, new be
Fritts, Paducah: 442-8231 or
springs, mattress.
443-6851
Lunch Availa
- Terms Cash
Sal* - 4n or Shine
DRIVERS NEEDED
Many jNrna too numerous to
Train NOW to drive semi
FW More Information
act-Mrs. Cletus Murphy ruck, local and over the road.
You can earn over $4.00 per
itecutrex) Wing., Ky. Pho.
453-6433 (Clinton, Ky.)--Col. hour, after short training. For
,rrerview
and ,application, call
Robert Ainley - Auctioneer.
Phone 901/822•31133 or 479-1455 i115-242-3439, or write Safety
Dept..
Nationwide
Systems,
Dukedom, Tennessee.
Licensed-Bonded in Ky., Tenn. Inc , %; Terminal Bldg., 404
Arlington
Avenue,
Nashville,
No. it.
Tennessee, 37204.

Admissions

NOW SHOWING
-FOR7- B-I-G DAYS!

Adults 11.25
Childress Re

,
1 390E

William Faulkner's Pulitzer Prize Winning
Novel "The Reivers;' is now a film!

1ERAL
CT1RIC
L MAID
VASHER

219 11

Steve McQueen plays Boon
in'The Reivers"
Panavisionl Technicolor'A enema Center Films Presentation
A National General Pictures Release

George Parker Bidder.• 19th.
century Englishman. was• human computer. Typical id the
proMems he could solve in his
bend is this one: If is pendulum
.wings 93'. inches in one second.
how many inches will it travel
in 7 years 14 days 2 hours I
minute and 56 seconds if each
year consists of 365 days
hours 48 minutes and 55 sec.
midi'? Bidder had the. answer2.165.625.7443', inches-in teas
than a minute! ,

More than 6.000 business
changes daily are recorded in
each edition of Dun & Brad'
street's financial reference
hook. which cornea out every 60
days with 200.000 new items,of
information.

Mr. and Mrs. Solomon 0. Dobson

The S. 0. Dobsons To
Celebrate Anniversary
WINGO, Ky., Jan. 24 - Mr.
and Mrs. Solomon 0. Dobson of
Wingo Rt. 2, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Feb. 1.
Mrs. Dobson is the daughter of
the late Joe B. and Mrs. Olga
Taylor of South Graves County.
Mr. Dobson is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Ben W. Dobson, also of South Graves County.
Mr. and Mrs. Dobson were
married by Elder A. J. Luther,
a Primitive Baptist minister, at
his home on West Broadway in
Mayfield. Their attendants were

F

'

Nice and Clean

I
a
1,
I

I

Frigidaire

2
Maytag wringer

:53/4%24 Month Certificates - $5000 mim.:

Between the time Julius Caesar introduced leap year in
45 B.C. to correct the calendar
and the late I6th century. the
calendar gained about 10 days.
To rectify the error. Pope Gregory XIII decreed in 1582 that
the day following Qctobw 4
should he designated October
15-instead of October 5.

4%6 Month Certificates - $5000 mim.
I 51/

White House Theater

I 5%

WASHINGTON
- President and Mrs. Nixon will launch
a series of theatrical ,:('evenings
at the White House"
Jan, 29
with comedian Red Skelton performing In the East Room.
"The President has expressed
a long time Interest in Mr. Skelton and his talent as a comedian
and performer," Mrs. Nixon's
press secretary, Constance
Open house will be held at Stuart, said Monday in announcing
their home from 2 p.m. till 5 the show and the choice of Skelas the inaugural performer.
p.m. All friends and relatives ton
About 300 guests will be invited.
are invited to attend.

Stove

$145.00

42.50 & 59.50

$32.50

$62.50

Suites

Book Case

$24.50 up

Glass Door

1
Westinghouse

$4.50 up
$69.50

Copper
like new

1
Frigidaire
Frost Free

ELECT.

Refrigerator

ELECT.

Refrigerator

Range

$135.00

Stove

$119.50

and old refg.

$119.50

I

1 - G.E.
Automatic

1
Hot Point

ODD
Chairs

Washer

130"

1
Frigidaire

- Copper Tone
Slide in

1
Frigidaire

$165.00
and old refg.

1

Washer

Dryer

Refrigerator

3 - Pc. Blonde
BED &
DRESSER &
CHEST

$49.50

$59.50

642.50

$99-50

MARTIN
SENOUR

Electric

Complus

SPECIAL
PRICES
ON

Floor polisher

Wall paper

Pah&

For Rent

9& 12 feet

es oft a
iarm glow
Gold Seal
I

Living Room
Suite

1

Crystal
1
fle Lamp

ti

Works Good

DISH

Z39- 'I

Good 3- Pc.

Frigidaire

Washers

1
Mahogany

APPLIANCES

[ALL

LG

IIMIFFEED

I

$1.00 per day

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Commercial Ave.

Jan. 16.
Carter was joined by nine representatives - including G u y
Lovins of Calloway and Trigg
and Joe Head of Webster and
McLean.
A biltof this nature would
have to clear the legislature as
one of the two constitutional
amendments allowable on the
ballot next fall.
Other bills introduced Friday
included:
SB 146-Making it unlawful for
anyone except police or armed
forces personnel to carry firearms on any college campus.
J. C. Carter, R-Scottsville.
SB 137-Allowing a juvenile
court to set bail for children in
detention. Robert Flynn, R-Lexington.
HB 225-Submitting the Sunday closing issue to a popular
referendum at this year's general election, asking the voters
whether the entire present law
should be repealed. Rep. George
Siemens, D-Louisville.
HB 215-Allowing school
boards to enter into professional
negotiation with teaching organizations over such subjects as
salaries, curriculum, working
conditions and employe benefits;
if an impasse develops and a
mediator cannot help, a threeman advisory panel could study
the issue .and make recommendations, but they would not be
binding. Lloyd McKinney, R-McKee, and 15 others.
NB 221-Providing that a will
shall be revoked by the divorce
of the person who made it out.
Rep. John Swinford, D-Cynthiana.
HB 211-Allowing for up to
$5,000 received from the ftderal
Civil Service retirement system
to be deducted from state income tax payments. Rep. Joseph
Prather, D-Vine Grove, and 25
co-signers.
NB 224-Putting public school
teachers, who are now covered
by the teacher's retirement system, under coverage Of the federal Social Security Act. Rep.
James E. Murphy, D-Newport.
HB 218-Allowing private interests rates to exceed 7 per cent
as long as all parties agree to
the higher rates in writing. Rep.
Edward G. Brown, D-Bowling
Green, and three others.

FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 24The move in the House by Rep.
David Carter of Paducah to set
the stage for a constitutional
change allowing sheriffs to succeed themselves has been picked
up in the Senate.
Sen. Tom Harris of Worthville
introduced a bill Friday that
would allow Kentuckians to vote
on the issue. Rep. Carter, of the
Fourth District of McCracken,
introduced his bill, HB 128 on

Stove

12
Chrome
Breakfast

r"
t esarV=

chimney.17" tall
:ontrol & chimney
emergency use or
Import.

Reginald Williams, Mrs. Bernice
Petty Durham, the late Walter
0. Boyette, the late Mrs. Ettie
Dobson Vaughan, Mrs. Huey
Brewington and the late Mr.
Brewington.
The,couple hes two sons, Harold B. Dobson of Birmingham,
Ala., and Marvin D. Dobson of
Nashville, Tenn; 10 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

472-1533

1

Murray Gas Rates
Upped 4 Per Cent

MURRAY, Ky.,
- A
4 per cent i n c re a s e has been
approved for natural gas rates
here.
'The Murray City Council voted this week to authorize the
higher charge by the municipal
system.
Officials said it would offset
jan increase in wholesale rates
from the supplier, Texas Gas.

-FRI.- SAT.- SUN.-

r
I SAVE WITH SAFETY

A tuning fork that execute.
261 vibrations a second produces a middle.0 note. But ai
does a buzz saw if run at •speed
where 261 teeth cut into the
wood every second.

EEFURNITURE BARGAINS

P°

MIAMI
- lb* 114400t
rooter yacht Lady E of New
York appealed to the Come
Guard for bsip from Buoy 2
Mar the antramce to liscayns
Bay.
"I have BOD gases of fuel, hot
I don't know how to get it tram
alined to my forward tank. Se
raii sot of gas." said Davit
Ramat& at New York.
Coos Gourd crewmen appal.estly didn't know bow either.
lbw toned him in.

6 Month Certificates- $1000 mim.

):

VA Passbook Savings - Interest
compounded Semi-Annually. I

FIRST FEDERAL

Carter Introduces Measure
To Change law On Sheriffs

oro-Wash
a,Power
Power Shower
,ft food disposer
:detergent

4:
Gra

No Fueling

$11.1144117/90111144•7111•017.1

'ries- deity
s and pans,china

GE
N-TYPE
A QUIET
CU.FE
EZER.
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SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

4UND• -411011.

•NEMIN. .11.1110. .411011P

Be a WINNER on LOW PRICES !
Room
Bed
Solid Oak
Open Stock 590.00
-----------

DieSSel

SS000
_--

MAIO
4-

Wawa

Clost

fldPle
iltas
$85
.00
Coptit
Zrz iviza
NArriirss

?and

Car
poing

Room
Dinin
g
14.aile
Open Stock.
Loge

erculon or
$3.48Sq. Nylon
Yet

'Table

Viates

Molts

Donbuil

Cltaii _ _

01.50
-:ii

Captains _ _

_
s

The Savings Sure Pile Up

Mattress and Matching Box Springs
$60.00 The Set

b•64r-

WADE./
7-incilutmeco
Phone

472-1501

lisiosced Itstiffsts
MINI $egos

"TIMM wrin wows AND SAVe
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SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH

at
S GOVEHNMEN

INSPEC FED

E

e

JAMES & SONSXI-SA

REELFOOT HOUSF.R VALLEY

FRYERS
3 ple,p,

SLICED
BACON

1 .B.Lb.

lARGE PLUMP

VALLEY

REELFOOT HOUSE

FRANKS

ir

iFligISSH LB

LB.

LBI

FRYERS cut-up
LEGS8z THIGHS LI3.
BREAST
Lb. 59t BACKS
Lb.
Choice

T1

stands fo
your Food Budget,Food
Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SM
AIIINCES m
Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, pimaSAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now
perform at IIVOMUM EFFICIENCY! They'll DO MORE for you! How
grand and glorious it is so SAVE the "Maxi-Savings Way"...It's SMART
to be thrifty...for Pennies SAVED are Pennies EARNED and MaxiSavings every time you shop ADDS UP IN THE DOLLARS. Consistent
regular shopping at your friendly E. W. JAMES AND SONS SUPERMARKET pays you DANDY DIVIDENDS. This week, JAIIEff MAXISA Ne:
• = CL D •

194

Sliced
LUNCHEON WTS

WITH THIS COUPON

SIRLOIN STEAK
I SUGAR
ib.99° I
PEACHES

lb. bag'

South Fulton, Tenn.
And additional $5.00 purchase excluding Tobacco, Milk and Milk products.

Limit I Coupon
Per Family

size 250

CAN
Hyde-Park

BREAD

REELFOOT
Pickle & Pimento,
Bologna, Souse
Liver Cheese,
Deluxe Loaf

Pal

CHEESE SPREAD
Clearfield g190
2 IL 0
ORANGE JUICE

Hunt's

21/2

Lb. 79t
Lb. 124

Lb.' ' LIVERS
Lb. 494 NECKS

WINGS
GIZZARDS

Pure Cane

49c

20-oz. Loaf

Stoltely's Big

0

46 oz. Can

COFFEE

Grade-A- Medium

Maxwell House Instant

rm..omp.41111b...m....m.711111111w desr.

4.10..www. ismir 4.0

I 24 PIECE SET - 23 CARAT /.
Gold-Tableware t
Electro-Plated
By Ekco-Eterna

EGGS

COMPARATIVE-VALUE $31.95
Yours Only

12 49

i

•

I lyieP
c=i
iiJINOir
.
4.......igallaim.

NICE FIRM
HE

HEAD

lb. bag
,

A ' HANS

Doz.

`41111M0.4111W--AIMP

.11101,.• .111111•••••■1110.

LETTUCE
19
APPLES

I
A

ORANGES
lb. py
0,146:9gq doz.VN
E.W.JAMES El kOhl:S GRAPES

TOMATOES

4.1)

OTATOES

mo

USUPEIRtriRrET

lb. IV

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11
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Fiscal Year 1968-1969
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The City of South Fulton's modern City Hall
•-f

_

4(

City Of

SOUTH FULTON

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tennessee
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Commissioner
Corn missioner
Mayor
•
•
•
•
Allison
Crocker
Mansfield
Elmer
Dan
Dr.
Harry
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Yes, it is YOUR city.It belongs
•
•
to you. Because you live here
•
•
•
and you pay for the services.
•
•
Here is a report to you.
•
•
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•
•
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Three of the most vitaL but least glamorous, areas in city government are the agencies with the responsibility for the city's upkeep and proper maintenance.
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Roland Ray and his assistant Pain Harris
make plans for the day's work.

Building Inspector J. W. Richardson at work
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• STREETS
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•
The street department main• tame and repairs all public roads
within the city, as well as caring
• for all city-owned rights-of-way.
•
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With the advice and help of
L. M. McCuan the city maintains a constant program of eliminating health nuisances. Lad
year 45 abandoned vehicles
were removed from the city.
Under the same program, old
refrigerators were either collected or, at least, had doors removed. Programs for mosquito
and rodent control are conductid annually.
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program of housing code enforcemeat.Identifying sub-standard conditions through systematic inspection is the Job of
the city.

•

• The Creek
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Harris Fork C r e•k was
dredged this year by city employees at a nominal cost to
the tax payer. Drainage is much
better as a result and the
chance of flooding reduced.
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An improved
Harris Fork Creek
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The new garbage truck on it's rounds for
twice a week collections.
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• Housing Conditions
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The City has undertaken a
O
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• SANITATION

The sanitation department
increased its service from one to
two residential pick-ups of garbage per week in December, in
order to eliminate burning and the
resulting fire hazard and to miniO
mize spoilage of refuse during the
• summer months.
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The old Rosenwald School has been renovated and converted
into 10,000 square feet of useable space at a cost of less than than
0
$9,000.00.
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Fire Department
Kenneth Hutchens, Fire Chief
V
Up to present time, the South Fulton Fire Department
has answered twenty-nine alarms. This being a decrease of
nineteen over the same period as last year. Nine of these
calls were made in the county. There have been no major
losses in the city up to this date. Grass fires and autos are
about one-half of the alarms answered.The fire department
conducted twenty-five building inspections during the past
year. The department is composed of three full time men
and twenty-one volunteers.
Mrs. Virgil Covington holds the distinction of being the only
lady volunteer "fireman" in West Tennessee. Mrs. Covington is the
, telephone and radio operator during fires. The volunteers are given
fcur hours training per month. The position of Captain of volunteers
is held by Lewis Bizzle, with Harold Gardiner and Jimmie Pruitt
holding Lieutenant positions. The flushing of fire hydrants is done
by the volunteers during drill periods. The fire departments holds a
grass burning program each year.
Since the beginning of this procrram, grass fires have been cut to
a bare minimum.South Fulton grades in seventh class in the State
Rating Bureau, which is the best you can maintain with the Volunteer Fire Department. The equipment is composed of two pumpers,
one being a 1957 Ford: this being the first line truck and a 1952
Mack, this being the reserve and rural truck.
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The Volunteer Fire Department and West Tennessee's only lady
•
"fireman."
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Police Department
Cleo McClanahan, Police Chief
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The South Fulton Police Department, in its efforts to upgrade
local law enforcemsnts techniques, has upgraded one of the patrolmen to the rank of Sergeant. The department is currently enrolled
in one night class per week at Martin U. T. M.One of the patrolmen spent several hours in the FBI finger print school recently.
The department goes to every training school in this area that is pos.
sible. The department has four full time officers and two part time
men.
Three burglaries occurrsd during the past year. Two have been
solved and one is still under investigation. The arrests for minor infractions of the law were 277, for public drunk, disorderly conduct,
etc.: fourteen arrests for petty larceny and shoplifting; five reports
for stolen cars with three recoveries.

MR. McCLANAHAN

Sergeant David Morris at the wheel
of a patrol car, always on duty.

Charles Gore directs traffic
at a busy intersection.
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Finance

Where it came from in fiscal year 1968-1969
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Water and Sewer
Revenue
$70,723.15
20.0%

State-collected
Locally-shared
Taxes
$79,463.72
23.0%
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Gas Revenue
$121,712.30
34.3%

General Administration
$23,103.39
7.0%
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Where it went in fiscal year 1968-1969
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Motor vehicle and Privilege •
Licenses
$7,931.81
•
•
2%
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•
•
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Refuse collection fees
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Police Fines: $5,281.75
1%
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Reserve for Capital
Improvements
$9,871.74
3.0%
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Marie Wright,
City Judge
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The court's docket includes all traffic violations occurring within the city.
as well as other minor offenses.„Crimes
of a more serious nature are handled by
the General Sessions Court.

Judge Wright presides over a session of City Court.
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Normal duties of the attorney include preparation of
•
•
city
the
all ordinances, resolutions and contracts, defense of
necessary, ••
in all litigation, to prosecute in city court, when
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and to advise the city commission in legal
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Elizabeth Liliker, City Recorder-Treasurer
•
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•
The City Recorder, with a staff of three persons,
•
• maintains ten separate bank accounts as part of the job
•
•
of keeping the city's financial records, in addition to col•
•
lecting taxes and fees, issuing permits and preparing the
•
•
payroll for city employees.
•
•
All money received by the city is channeled through
•
•
the recorder's office and earmarked for the appropriate
•
•
department. Likewise, all bills are paid by the office.
•
•
The recorder is charged with the responsibility of
•
keeping minutes for all meetings of the city commission
•
•
and maintaining the official code, including the charter
•
•
and the ordinances.
•
•
The office mails property tax notices and collects the
•
•
money,
issues
privilege
licenses,
dog
licenses,
permits
for
•
•
building
and
motor
vehicle
license,
and
accepts
zoning
•
•
applications and fees.
•
•
The city recorder's office also maintains records on
•
all
city
employees
and
administers
the
city
insurance
•
•
• programs.
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Mrs. Liliker at work at the
sale of city stickers
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Pat Bodker at billing machine, modern machine
accounting. Ruby Green, assistant, looks on
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Utilities
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Bill Walker Water and Sewer Supt.

During the past year approximately $540000 was spent on
water and sewer construction. A 500.000 gallon elevated storage
tank was constructed. along with new lines to eliminate dead end
lines and give the system adequate circulation to prevent build-up of
pollutants in the system.
A rural water distribution system was constructed that includes
37 miles of water line outside the city limits and providing a constant
supply of potable water to 225 families in the South Fulton planning
region.
In order to provide sanitary sewer to all residents in South Fulton and to provide a larger sewer for industrial development, 1.8
miles of 10-inch sanitary sewer was installed.

MR. WALKER

l
E Sewage Treatment Plant
•_
The plant treats approximately- 400,000
2 gallons of sewage each day. Water and sew- fit
age treatment operators receive two weeks
training each year, either locally or at the
.
1
a,state level, and are required to maintain state
w certification.
•
•
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•

▪ Water Treatment Plant

•
•

•
The Plant has a capacity of treating up to
•2.88 million gallons of water per day. The
city's average,daily usage is 500,000 gallons.
•
•
•

Maintenance Crews

•
The water and sewer crews are responsible for approximately 75 miles of water dis•
•tribution lines and 40 miles of gravity and
•forced sewer lines. Water crews are often
•called out at nights and on week-ends for
•emergency repairs.
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Melvin Jones and Byron Kelly in the modern lab.

With pride in past
achievements, and
with determination
for the future...

The South Fulton Industrial Development Committee is
actively involved in promoting the area and specific industrial sites for industrial development.
The committee has undertaken a mass mailing program
to insure that every major industrialist in the country has all
the facts about South Fulton to consider before locating a new
plant or a plant expansion.
The Committee is determined to be a positive and active
force for industrial development end to explore all possibilities that will contribute to the industrial development of
South Fulton. •
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Gas
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Department

Jack Maddox. Gas Supervisor
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The city provides natural gas to approximately 850
families in South Fulton. Gas service is available to all
residents of South Fulton at a very economical rate.
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Recreation •••
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Park on Central Avenue - This property is being planted
and landscaped and will be South Fulton's first public park.
Playground equipment, picnic tables and parking areas
have been added. The park will be completed and ready for
use in early 1970.
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Recreational Equipment by Rosenwald Gym—This is the
first of South Fulton's mini nark developments. This program makes limited recreation area and equipment available in all parts of the city.
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A Message From Your

City
Manager
Mike Blake
Dear Citizens
It is with a great deal of pride that I make this report
to you, the citizens of South Fulton, whose dedication to
building a better community is becoming widely known in
the mid-South.

Mike Blake (seated) is shown in one of the many
conferences he has weekly with the Mayor and City
Commissioners.

As taxpayers you are the stockholders in a large and
fast growing business ... a business constantly on the alert
to bring those conveniences and programs to South Fulton
that make for a better place in whiFh to live.
I am grateful for the opportunity to serve you. If you
have any comments, good or bad about the report, which
you have just read, please feel free to call on me at anytime.
Cordially yours,
Mike Blake
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Paul Buckner an engineer with L. S. Nichols Engineering Company looks on as City Manager Mike Blake points with pride to
South Fulton's water tower installed by the Nichols Engineering
Company.

L. S. Nichols, owner of the Nichols Engineering Company of Union City, Tenn., under
whose engineering counsel the City of South
Fulton has established Itself as one of the midSouth's most progressive communities.
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